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ABSTRACT
Cultural system and social system ara ralatad but saparabla
phenonena. A cultural systan Is a configuration of values, neanlngs,
and norm which a rt historically unlqua. This thasls fscusas on tha
cultural aspects of reck nuslc. According to Sorokin a culture nay
bast be understood by grasping tha basic premises which underlie I t .
This approach, known as the loglco-Meaningful approach, has boon soployed In this study.
The basic proalsos underlying culture concern four areas:

1)

tha nature of reality; 2) tha nature of needs and ends to be satisfied;
3) the extent to which needs and ends are to be satisfied; and 4) the
nethods of satisfaction. The present study exaalnes the firs t prenlse
listed , the one concerning the nature of re a lity . Three variations
concerning the nature of reality have been postulated by Sorokin;
the Sensate prenlse which regards ultlaate reality as sensory and
Material; the Ideational prenlse which regards reality as supersensory
and Innaterlal; and tha Idealistic prenlse which regards re ality as
both Material and 1n o ta ria l, both sensory and supersensory. These
prenlses colour the various aspects of cultural and social systans
giving then their uniqueness.
Logical and enplrlcal consequences flow fron tha thraa basic
prenlses. These consequences which concern the systan of truth and
tine orientation of a culture were developed Into Indicators tasting
for tha presence or absence of the culture nentallty attendant on
each of the prenlses, fa rt of a systan of Indicators was applied to
11
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a sample e f songs of one rock group, the Beatles.

It

mss

hypothe

sized that since the present age has Been Identified by Sorokin as
a Sensete one the songs would exhibit predominantly Sensate culture
mentality and hence the Sensate premise, this hypothesis was confirmed.
Because the Indicators were applied to a small sample generalizations
about a ll of rock music could not be made. However, I t was demonstrated
that basic premises of a culture have far-reaching consequences for
total cultural systems and for total social systems. Possible Implications
of the Sensate premise 1n social and cultural aspects of the present
society were examined. Finally, 1t was fe lt that Sorokin's loglcomeanlngful approach was a fru itfu l one to apply to social and cultural
systems and could be especially useful 1n the fie ld ef cultural change.
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CHAPTER X
THE PROBLEM: THEORY, SCOPE AND APPROACH
Reek music, originally rhythm and blues played for white audiences
by black artists. Is at once a social and a cultural phenomenon.1 «
Is social because I t 1s used by people Interacting together and cultural
because I t conveys meanings, values, and norms. Although social and
cultural phenomena are Intertwined (There would be no meanings without
people Interacting together and people could not Interact without mean
ings.) nevertheless I t 1s possible to separate the two phenomena for
analysis. This thesis focuses on rock 1n Its cultural aspects.
A cultural system 1s a configuration e f values, norms and meanings
which are historically unique.2 There are two levels of culture, an
Internal level to which belong the Immaterial meanings of the culture
and an external level to which belong the vehicles that carry the meanings
of the culture. The Roman Catholic Church exemplifies a cultural systems
1t has a set of religious meanings, religious beliefs and dogmas, and
vehicles, rosaries, chalices,papal bulls which carry the meanings.
Sim ilarly, rock music has a set of meanings, values and assumptions
carried by vehicles such as records, magaxlnes, radio stations.

In

studying a culture the question arises as to which level should be
considered of the greatest Importance, the Internal or external and
whether or not the Internal level 1s manifested through the external level.
1 The theory 1n this chapter generally follows that of Sorokin's
Society, Culture, and Personality (1947) and especially In Ms monumental
four volume work. Social and Cultural Dynamics (1937, 1941).
2 Robert K. Merten, "Civilization and Culture”, Sociology and Social
Research. Vol. XXX (September r October, 1936), p.112
1
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Mhen out turns to this problem of tho rt1it1ensh1p between
tho two levels of culture ono finds that tho relationship between
external and Internal levels of a culture 1s a loose one for the sane
material shell nay be the vehicle for different meanings; a book 1s
now pornography, new a literary classic, new a sacred tra c t. A record
now carries the 9th Symphony of Beethoven, now the Jokes of a popular
conedlan, now the songs of the Doors. To one viewer a flag nay be a
symbol of veneration, to another a square of coloured cloth. This suggests
that the physical properties of the vehicles of a culture w ill not necess
a rily help one to understand the nature of Its neanlngs. One would
fathom lit t le of the religious meanings of the Catholic Church 1f one
were to lim it study of t t to a physical examination of crucifixes, holy
water fonts and Incense crucibles. Her would finding our how many
stations broadcast rock music te ll a great deal about the kinds of
neanlngs contained within rock music. I t would Indicate how widespread
the social use of rock was but 1t cannot te ll one about the Internal
level of rock, the level of meanings.
I f the linkage between vehicle and meanings 1s, as has been
suggested, a loose one, 1t follows that a culture w ill have a divergent
array ef vehicles. There 1s no reason why a culture may not employ
any number of seemingly unrelated physical vehicles. For example. In
a Church, the vehicle of a religious culture, one finds a conglomeration
of objects ef many sixes and different materialsi there are candles,
missals, stained glass windows, a pipe organ, paintings, even a piece
ef ancient bone. Can one assume that because their physical properties
are dissimilar that they are not, therefore, connected? Does I t mean
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that the things found 1n the Church neke up a randoe nass ef objects,
as randesi as tha heaps of trash found In the city dimpT On the physical,
external level there Is no connection between the vehicles. Yet on the
Internal level one can see that the vehicles are connected for they are
unified 1n the religious Meaning, a cultural Meaning given to a ll the
articles In the Church, The Meaning attached to the church as a place
where one worships Makes sense out of what does not Make sense otherwise.
I t explains the presence In one place of what, at fir s t, appear to be
unrelated things, for exaMple, statues, flowers, pews, cups Made of gold
and precious stones. Now that the Meaning Is understood the reason for
the various objects being placed together becoMOS clear. The paintings
belong because they depict the Passion of Christ and fora part of a
religious devotion; the statue at the side altar fits In because 1t Is
used to venerate the Blessed Virgin, Nary, Nether of Christ.
Things physically disparate once understood to be the vehicles of
a central Meaning take on a unity they do not have In and of thoMselves
as purely physical objects. Thus a study of a cultural systee Must
concentrate on the Internal level ef Meanings, for this level and not
the external level deteralnes what w ill belong to the culture and what
w ill net.
Nock Music In Its cultural aspect has an external level of vehicles
and an Internal level of Meanings. A coMplete study of Its Internal
culture! aspects would deal with Its values, noras and Meanings. This
thesis w ill pursue the problen of Meaning. Now does one approach the
study of Meaning In reck Music? What are the Inportant things to look
fort
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Once the Minings have bun determined I t 1s necessary to know
bow they stand In relation to on* another. Are they a hodga podge?
Does one find songs expressing a belief 1n tho pursuit of hard work
alongside songs advocating the guest of pleasure as an end 1n Itself?
Do songs extolling you to love your fellow

mo

mingle In with songs

of patriotic chauvinists? I f these contradictions exist 1t w ill
Indicate that reck songs My lack Integration and have no unity
outside e f the fact that they coexist 1n tlM and space. Suppose,
on the other hand, that rock songs express Ideas that are consistent
with one another, that the songs show a desire for experience, a
love of freedom as a necessary condition for experience, and an
orientation to the present meant (Where experience exists.). The
last case would shew that the neanlngs of rock music were logically
consistent and that In term of culture, they were a ll ef one piece.
The last case would Mke rock aore than a cultural phenomenons I t
would be Instead a cultural system, a configuration ef values, norms
and meanings which are historically unique.
Suppose that 1t Is discovered that tha meanings of rock are
Indeed logically Integrated as assumed above, how does one explain
this Integration? What may be said to be responsible for 1t? I t can
be seen that 1f a culture Is logically Integrated, then the various
parts comprising I t w ill com together as do the pieces of a jigsaw
puzzle. Each piece w ill have Its logical place, no part can be said
to cause the others but a ll meanings w ill converge 1n a coherent pattern.
What Is I t that stands behind the set of meanings to Mke thM part of
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systan? In the cist of a cultural system this must exist

In tha basic premises on which tha system Is built*

The basic premises

tend to permeate a ll the meanings of a culture giving 1t Its coherence
and unique colouring. Sorokin’s Social and Cultural Dynamics 1s
devoted to the development of this principle. Sorokin regards the
grasp of the major premises of a culture as the fundaMntal way to
understand an Integrated culture:
I f the nature of the major premises of a culture
plays such an Important part 1n the qualification
of Its logical Integration, I t follows that the
key principle by which the character of an Integrated
culture may be understood should be sought, firs t
of a ll, In these principles.3
This thesis follows Sorokin's approach to culture by seeking to
Identify the basic premises underlying the meanings e f rock music.
This approach, called the loglco-meaningful approach by Sorokin,4
Is the overall approach to be used In this thesis.8
Having stated that the basic premises of a culture give I t
Its uniqueness 1t behooves us to develop this notion mere fu lly .
What are the basic premises of a culture? Are there many or few
basic premises to consider?

3 Pltlrlm A. Sorokin, Social and Cultural dynamics, Vol. I:
Fluctuation of Forms of Art thaw Vork: American Book Company, 1937),
p. i f .
4 Ib id ., Chapter I.
5 See Appendix A, "The Use of the Loglco-Meaningful Approach
1n the Study of Empirical Sociocultural Systems".
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The basic prenlses w ill b« United In nunber end trill concern
four Item : 1) the nature of reality: 2) the nature of needs and
ends to be satisfied; 3) the extent to which needs and ends are to
be satisfied; 4) the Methods of satisfaction.6 The Most iMportant
prenlse In term of this analysis and In term e f actual fact 1s
the prenlse concerning the nature e f re ality .
Three basic prenlses concerning the nature of reality nay be
found to lie beneath the manlngs of a cultural systan. The entire
group of neanlngs nay be classified according to the view of reality
adhered to; the Sensate prenlse perceives reality as sensory, beyond
the reality of the sense organs there Is no re ality; the Ideational
prenlse believes reality Is the supersensory god and this reality
nay be known only through Divine Revelation; the Idealistic prenlse
perceives reality as partly sensory and partly supersensory, reality
Is discovered partly through the senses and partly through revelation.
Sensate, Ideational and Idealistic prenlses my be found In a ll the
system of culture, 1n fine arts, philosophy, religion, law, and
ethics. Logically, 1f the three najor prenlses concerning the nature
of reality are profoundly different fron one another so too nust be
the a rt or philosophy* bearing the different prenlses. Let us
demnstrate how prenlses Influence the character of Sensate and
Ideational nuslc.
Gregorian chant 1s the exanple, par excellence, of Ideational

6 Sorokin, Vol. I I , p.70
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music; Its style 1s pyre end austere; 1t Is homephenlc and uses
free rhythm without metre or measure. I t makes minimal use ef
obvious sensual devices; 1t has no loudC: or softs but 1s sung In a
monotone. I t was Intended to be performed unaccompanied. The music
In Its e lf was not to move the listener. I t was a means of drawing
attention to the subject m tte r, the religious themes of the Gloria,
Sanetus, Agnus 0e1 and tyrle Eleison. When one turns to Sensate
music one finds contrasting style and subject matter. Rock music,
a Sensate music, appeals to the sensual ear for I t Is dynamic both
1n the way I t 1s sung and In Its fast tempos and catchy boats. In
subject matter I t Is overwhelmingly secular; I t Is concerned with
fallin g In and out ef love, with finding a new g irl at a dance, with
driving a car and other material and mundane subjects. The scope of
rock music rests within the sensory world while that of the Gregorian
chant rests 1n the world beyond, the supersensory world. The Sensate
premise that reality 1s sensory colours the content and style of rock
music while the Ideational premise that reality Is supersensory shapes
the content and style of Gregorian chant.
The comparison ef Ideational and Sensate music shews that the
premises concerning the nature of reality produce different character
istics 1n the two kinds of music. Tho premises produce unique character
istics In Sensate and Ideational music; each may be said to have a
distinctive mentality* Therefore I t Is possible to recognize three
types of culture mentality according to the employment of the Sensate,
Ideational or Idealistic premises. The cluster of characteristics
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produced by tho three prenlses w ill be celled the Sensate culture
Mentality, the Ideational culture Mentality and the Idealistic culture
Mentality respectively. These culture Mentalities nay be found In a ll
systens of culture and do not 11n1t thenselves only to nuslc.

I f each

culture systen has a culture Mentality does 1t follow that a ll Its parts
w ill exhibit the sane Mentality throughout? le t us take the culture
system of Art as an exanple. Art Is a culture systen that has Many
parts or forns. I.e ., I t 1s nade up of mus1c , painting, literatu re,
architecture, sculpture and theatre. Suppose one knows that the nuslc
of the 10th to 12th centuries had an Ideational culture Mentality as
outlined above, does this Mean that the Ideational Mentality w ill also
be present In the other Art forns. In literatu re, In sculpture, 1n
painting, 1n architecture and 1n the theatre?
The Art fran the 10th - 12th centuries In a ll Its forns was
donlnated by the Ideational culture M entality/ The architecture
with Its Magnificent cathedrals such as St. Michael Htldesheln and
Chartres are devoted to the worship of Sod. Sculpture and painting
concern thenselves with religious thanes fren the Old and New Testenants,
the Crucifixion, the Annunciation, Aden and Eve driven fron the Garden
of Paradise. Unlike Sensate Art there 1s no attenpt to reproduce the
sensual qualities of the figures, the rendering 1s ascetic and synbollc.
literature deals alnost exclusively with religious topics, with prayers

7 P1t1r1n A. Sorokin, Society. Culture, and Personality:
Their Structure and Oynanlcs (NewYork: Cooper Square Publishers,

Inc.,TO 7T;p7W '.T:—
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and 11m of the stints.

In dram tod theatre there 1s the Church

service, religious processions and Mystery plays. Tho Art form
ffew Dm IODi to Dm 12m eoiitiivios a rt based on Dm belief 1n Dm
reality of a supersensory god and art ro11g1ous In content and synbollc
1n stylo. ThorofOro, at loast for Dm yoar 900 to 1200 ono typo of
CHltnro nontallty, nawoly Dm Idoatlonal cnimro nontallty doarfnatod
a ll tho a rt farm .*
Tho denlnatlen of a rt ferns by ono particular typo of eulturo
nontallty appllos to ether historical periods as n o il. To clto a few
oxaaplos, tho a rt form of tho Sth contury B.C. were nalnly Idealistic
1n m ntalltys fron tho lith contury onward tho Sonsam nontallty has
hoon 1n the ascent 1n wostom a rt form .9 Thorn have boon tines when
the culture nontallty was nixed with a ll throe form present at the
sane tin s. Nevertheless tho typical mvanent has boon for one or the

9 Henri fo d llo n 's , Tho Tear 1000. (Now Yorki Frederick Ungar
Publishing Co., 1969), Chapter 1• points to this Ideational eulturo
nontallty present a t m is tin e. Another author, Henry Osborn Taylor
in The Mediaeval Hindi A History of Dm Oovolosnant of Thounht and
Em iTon"T % the HfiiTe I m T j t f f v S S B m 'ffieW n iV T 1^ 13771926).
finds Ihat Dm s p irit sr no niddlo ages, which Includes part of the
period discussed above, was unlike that of any othor period 1n history
for its
" ... seenad to rely on everything except its scesesi which
1n the actual looked far the ideal , in the concrete saw the
synbel» In the earthly Church beheld the heavenly, and 1n
fleshly Joys discerned the devil's lures; which lived 1u the
unreconciled opposition between the lust and vdn-glery of
earth and tho atmimont of salvations which fa it life 's terror
and Its pltlfHliMss, and its eternal hopes around which waved
concrete Infinitudes, and ever which flawed the terror of darkness
and tho dudgoneut Bey." (p .13)
9 Sorokin, Society Culture and Personality, p. 196-8.
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other of the culture mentalities to dominate the art forms at any
given time.
As the Sensate mentality declines the Ideational mentality grows;
as the Ideational mentality wanes the Sensate mentality waxes; as the
Idealistic mentality Increases the Sensate and Ideational mentalities
fa ll Into the background. A partial confirmation of this 1s given In
a study of the subject matter of the painting and sculpture of the eight
main European countries from the middle ages to 1930.10 Because Ideation
al a rt forms center on religious subjects while Sensate a rt forms centre
on secular subjects as noted previously,11 subject matter serves as an
Indicator of the presence of the Sensate and Ideational culture mentalit
ies. The table on page 11 Illustrates.
The table shows that the a rt forms tend to fluctuate between the two
types of subject matter so that one typo usually predominates. Yet the
other typo does not completely die out; I t w ill ascend at another more
propitious time. Although the Sensate mentality had a low point of 31
secular themes 1n the 12th - 13th C. I t begins to Increase In the 14th 18th C. with 15* of the themes secular, an Increase of 12* or 5 times
Its 12th - 13th C, percentage. After this I t takes an upward path; In
the 16th C. the number of secular themes doubles with 35.3* of the
subjects new secular; 1n the 17th C. about half the sculpture and

10 This study Is reported 1n Sorokin's Social and Cultural
Dynamics, Vol. I , p. 376-86.
11 See page 8 above.
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TABLE I:
SUBJECT NATTER OF 100,000 SCULPTURES
ANO PAINTINGS, MIDDLE A6ES - 1930.12
Before
10th C.

10th 11th C.

12th
ISth <

Ra11f1ous

81.9*

94.71

97.0*

Secular

18.1*

5.3*

S.O*

100.0*

100.0*

100.0*

SUBJECT

TOTAL

14th 15th C.

18th C.

17th C

Religious

85.0*

84.7*

10.2*

Secular

1S.0X

31.3*

49.8*

100.0*

100.0*

100.0*

TOTAL

20th C

18th C.

19th C.

Religious

24.1*

10.0*

3.9*

Secular

75.9*

90.0*

98.1*

100.0*

100.0*

100.0*

TOTAL

12 Taken fro * Sorokin's table In Voluae I of Social and
Cultural Dynanlcs, p.382.
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painting Is Sensate (49.81). Hereafter the Sensate thanes predonlnate with 71.98 (18th C .). 90.08 (19th C .), and 98.18 (20th C .).
With tha axcaptlon of periods of transition, notably fro * tho 14th
to tho lith C.» a tine of Idealistic art form , ono typo of tham
althar saeolar or religious generally dominates painting and sculpture.
In conclusion, tho tabla adds proof that tha nontallty of tho
farm of art as Indicated by subject nattor tand to fluetoato togothor.
Appllod to this thasls 1t mans that an a ffin ity batman tho nontallty
of reck nuslc and that ef tha other a rt fbrm Is expected} that Is .
1f tho Culture nontallty of rock nuslc Is Indeed Sensate then 1t can
bo expected that tho nentalltles found 1n literatu re, painting,
sculpturo. architecture and the theatre of tho present tine w ill
also bo Sensate.
Moveover, tha arts are conditioned by tho prevalent nontallty
found 1st tho ether system e f culture, that 1s. 1n tha system of
religion, of ethics, of tru th .13 This mans that rock nuslc. as tha
pradanlnant nuslc fbm of this tine period, servos to reflect the
nontallty of the total culture and that I t w ill bo expected to have
a Sensate culture nontallty. Tho parts of a total culture are there
fore expected to bo linked so that they share tho sane culture
nontallty* The throe m1n typos of culture eentallty can now bo soon
as three groat supersystam which spread out over tho total culture.
13. Sorokin, Social and Cultural Dynanlcs, Vol. IV: Basic
Problem. Principles and Methods (New York: The Bednlnster Press.

iwDTptrnr.

-------------------------- “
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I f one knows the Mentality of tho total culture of a society
dees this te ll h1n anything about the social behavior of the people
who liv e 1n 1tt New does culture Mentality relate to social behavior?
There Is net a total correspondence between culture Mentality
and social behavior. This 1s best seen 1n Individuals; the afflrswd
Marxist who owns a factory and hires non-union workers exclusively;
a gynecologist who advocates United fanllles but h1nse1f has five
children; Manbers e f ParllaMont who reco— nded Uniting wage Increases
to $t per annuo but at the saMa tine vote thenselves a 35* Increase.
Although nore cases could be cited this does not naan that there 1s
no correspondence between the denlnant culture Mentality and social
behavior. Instead 1t neans that the relationship between Mentality
and behavior while net always close dees exist; one 1s nore lik e ly
to find a right wing econonlst than a le ft wing one 1n a capitalistic
society* an ascetic priest rather than a carnal one. In terns of the
broader argunents presented here 1t Is expected that a social systen
possessing an Ideational culture Mentality 1s far nore lik e ly to
exhibit social behaviors that are Ideational 1n forn than these which
are Sensate 1n fora. The dominant culture Mentality shapes social
behavior; 1t encourages certain activities and precludes others In
keeping with Its nature.
During Sensate periods, for exanple. science Is stInulated to
explore the sensory world. Mben the Sensate supersysten donlnates
advances are nade In scientific discoveries and Inventions. This
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1s t consequence of tho Sonsoto prenlse that reality Is sensory;
curiosity w ill be channeled to research centering on tho anplrleal
world, tho world thot can ho known through tho sonsos. Scientific
activity w ill ho reflected In tho greater nunber of scientific Invent
ions and discoveries aide 1n tines ef the dealnatlon of the Sensate
supersystea. That the present age Is a tine ef vast explosion ef
such Inventions and discoveries 1s well docuaented. The correspondence
between tack of scientific discoveries In Ideational ages and between
their growth 1n Sensate ages 1s shown 1n the following table* page IS.
The table shows that the Sensate sypersystea encourages activity
that explores the sensory world while the Ideational supersystea (6th 12th centuries A.D.) tends to Inhibit I t .

From the 6th to the 12th

century the dealaant neatallty m s Ideational* hence the comparatively
lew number of discoveries and Inventions. The situation Improved froa
the 13th through the 15th centuries when the Idealistic supersystea
began to ascend; discoveries and Inventions Increased froa 12 In the 12th
century to S3 In the 13th. The Sensate supersystea shows the greatest
activity 1n the field of Invention and discovery; beginning In the 16th
century and Increasing progressively in each century the Inventions ef
the Sensate supersystea by the 19th century reach proportions far out
stretching anything the Ideational and Idealistic ages ever produced.
Tha greatest nuaber of discoveries and Inventions produced during the
Ideational reign was a aare 12 while the Sensate systea of the 19th cent
ury records the figure* l,S27.

In one supersystea the activity
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TABLE 2
NUMBER OF SCIENTIFIC INVENTIONS AND DISCOVERIES
IN GREECE AND ROME, 1ST - 6TH C. A. D. AND IN
WESTERN CHRISTIAN EUROPE, 7TH - 19TH C.A.D. 14
Greece and Rowe

Century (A. D.)
1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th
6th

Number Scientific
Inventions and Discoveries
60
18
6
16
4
4

Western Christian Europe
7th
8th
9th
10th
11th
12th
13th
14th
15th
16th
17th
18th
19th

4
4
6
7
8
12
53
65
127
429
691
1574
8527

14 Table is found 1n Sorokin, Social and Cultural Dynamics,
Vol. II; Fluctuation of Systems of Truth. Ethics, and Law (New York:
---------- -----------American i M F ^ W r w f T p it .
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Involved with d1*cov«ry end Invention flourishes. 1n the other I t Is
nuaerlcally Insignificant.
Net only eetlvltles but social form are teapered by the predoalnant
supersystea. Sorokin outlines aany of these of which a few shall be
aentloned here. Faa111st1c and partly contractual relationships are
typical of Ideational periods while contractual form are typical of
Sensate periods.15 Theocratic form of govemaent prevail 1n Ideation
al supersystem as In Tibet and 1n India 1n foraer tlaes. Secular
governaents prevail In Sensate sypersystem. Even
...w ars, revolutions and social mvoaents tend to assuae
a religious character In populations doalnated by the
Ideational supersystea; a secular character (especially
In the Interest e f econealc and m terlal power) In
Sensate peculationsi and a nixed character, partly
religious and partly sensate. 1n Idealistic cultures.
In conclusion, behavior found In a society having an Idealistic
culture aentallty w ill be far different froa that of societies
demnstratlng Ideational or Sensate culture aentalltles. Culture
aentallty does affect social behavior In significant ways. Thus the
social agonts of rock auslc. as part of a society 1n which Sensate
social form are believed to prevail w ill be likely to exhibit Sensate
social behaviors.
The aaln points of the arguaents presented thus far together
with their 1apl1cat1ons for the directions which this thesis w ill
take In Its study of reek auslc are as follows:
15 Sorokin. Society. Culture, and Personality, p. 631 - 2.
16 Ib id .. p.632.
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A rg g w t

Questions and directions arguMnt
Implies for the study ef reck auslc

1.

I.

A cultural system hat In
ternal and axtarnal levels,
of uhlch the

M St

What basic pranlses underlie
the neanlngs of rock music?

Important

1s tho Internal level. The
Menlngs ef an Integrated
culture systen w ill be
permeated by certain basic
pranlses.
2.

Thera are three M in types
of culture

M n t a llt y

2.

MAJOR HYPOTHESIS: Rock music
exhibits a predominantly

as

derived froa the three

Sensate culture nontallty.

basic prenlses concerning

What things are Indicators ef

the nature of reality*

the Sensate culture M ntallty

they are the Sensate, the

1n reck music?

Ideational and the Ideal
is tic culture mentalities.
3.

The M ntallty e f the fonts

3.

What correspondence 1s there

e f a rt tend te fluctuate

betueen the aentallty of rock

together so that at any one

m s

tlM the literatu re, paint

painting sculpture, literatu re,

ing, architecture, sculpture

architecture, and theatre ef

theatre, and m

the present tlM ?

s

1c

ef a

Ic

and the aentallty of
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Argument

Questions and directions argument
implies fo r the study o f rock music

sociocultural system nay

What things serve as Indicators

be expected to share the

of this sim ilar mentality?

same culture mentality
whether Sensetet Ideational or Idealistic.
4.

A culture mentality domin

4.

What correspondence Is there

ates the total culture of

between the mentality of rock

a sociocultural system so

music and the mentality of the

that Its a rt, ethics,

total culture?

religion and truth a ll

Are these mentalities Sensate?

demonstrate similar men

What things serve as Indicators

ta litie s at any one point

of these Sensate mentalities?

In tine whether Sensate,
Ideational or Idealistic.
5.

The social behavior of people

S.

Do the social behaviors of the

1n sociocultural systems Is

people In present day North

determined to a great extent

America demonstrate Sensate social

by the nature of the pre

forms?

dominant culture mentality.
Social systems exhibiting

I f the social patterns are sensate

sensate culture mentalities

are they also present 1n the

are far different from those

agents of rock music and 1n Its

having either Idealistic or

social use?

Ideational culture mentalities.
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Sue!) 1s the fw — ortt of this chapter and the questions that

derive fro * 1t with respect to reek mis I c .

Practical limitations

make undertaking answers to a ll five questions Impossible. Therefore,
this study w ill follow Sorokin 1n emphasizing the leportance of
prenlses; 1t w ill seek to determine the nature of the premises which
underlie rock music. The Major task of this thesis w ill be to
useable data to accept or reject the aajor hypothesis: Rock auslc
exhibits a predominantly Sensate culture mentality. Chapter I I w ill
be devoted nslnly to this problem of determining culture mentality.
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CHAPTER I I
LIMITATIONS. HYPOTHESES AND METHOD
At this thesis propose# to deal with rock music 1t 1t necessary
to ostabllsh what distinguishes rook from othor types of auslc. To
determine this owe west tore to a consideration of rhythm and blues
of which rock 1s an eff-shoet.
Rhythm and bines dates back to the twenties and th irtie s .*
Because those producing and buying 1t were black I t wes associated
with a racially segregated audience. This racial connotation of
rhythm and bines found reflection 1n the title . "Race Records" used
for rhythm and blues until 1949 by the two Important trade aagaxlnes.
Billboard and Cashbex. An aspect of rhythm and blues which resulted
In Its being refused airplay over white radio stations was Its use
of double entendre lyrics.2 For these reasons whites looked on rhythm
and blues as "something to be ridiculed*, "d irty*, and "declasse*.3
Until 1950 white majority audiences preferred pop music played by white
artists and black minority audiences preferred rhythm and blues played
by black artists.

Sensate a rtis tic forms and ways of thinking 1n Sorokin*s

1 Ralph <1, ileasen. "Rhythm and Blues (Rock and Roll) Makes the
Grade* • In The Macro In Music and A rt. ed. by Lindsay Patterson (New York:
The Association for the &tu4y of Negro Life and History, 1969). p .Ilf.
2 Two examples of songs making conspicuous use of double entendre
lyrics are *0h What a Right* (The Dells, 1981) and "Honey Love* (Clyde
McPhatter and the D rifters, 1914). Beth songs are found on Tape 19 of
KHS's The History of Rock *n Roll.
3 Comments made by the soagwrltleg team of Heber and Stellar
1n an Interview recorded on Tape 1 of KW*s The History of Reck *n Roll.
■. t o- - ' - -
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frame of rtforonco art most likely to bo found among the lower classes
of a society. Manet the a ffin ity of Negrons for rhythm and blues which
Is a highly sensate fora.

I t Is significant that rhythm and blues (1n

the guise of reck and ro ll) began to spread out Into the other classes
of western society; today 1t Is the dominant popular music a rt form.
In the early 19S0's a number of events occurred to a lte r the minority
status of rhythm and blues. A crucial factor In the change were disc
jockeys who began to pipy rhythm and blues ever white radio stations
on an experimental basis** In 1981 Alan freed ran a series of popular
rhythm and blues reviews In Akron, Cleveland, New York and other places;
these reviews aimed at white audiences but performed by black a rtis ts .
Around the same time freed coined the term, reck *n ro ll to avoid what
he called "...th e racial stigma of the old Classification." 5 Because
freed's Introduction of rhythm and blues to white audiences was proving
so successful a number of white radio stations began to progranM
rhythm and blues on a fu ll time basis.
Although white audiences had begun to accept rhythm and blues they
were net quite ready to accept black artists who performed I t .

This gave

rise In 1984 and 1988 to a phenomenon known as the cover record. A black
a rtis t would record a song for the segregated black market and the song
would appear on rhythm and blues charts. A white a rtis t would make
a version of the song (In smoother style than the original) for the
4 Gleason, p.U7
8 N1k Conn, Nock from the Beginning.
Day Publishers, 1949), p .13.

(New York: Stein and
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whit* market. Typically these cover verslous outsold the originals*
some even making IN million seller lis ts .6 le t this proved to be a
transitional phenomenon for soon originals began selling as well as
cover versions. For example* both Fat leone and Fats Domino sold a
m illion copies of "Ain't that a Shame”/

Ultimately* originals outsold

cover versions and cover artists failed to take hits away from the men
and women who Introduced them. 8y 1911 the originals outsold cover
versions thereby sweeping white cover artists "...o u t of the market
virtually overnight/ Hack artists such as Chuck Berry, Fats Domino*
lit t le Richard* 1111 Doggett* Lloyd Price* and Chuck m ills now
appeared on the previously white dominated pop charts. And white
artists appeared for the firs t time on the previously a ll black rhythm
and blues charts.
Rock 'n Roll Is basically rhythm and blues played by white a rtists.
I t borrows heavily from blue structure 1n Its use of a 12 bar sequence
broken Into 3 groups of four bars* each corresponding to three chord
changes. In comparison with the 32 bar form of popular songs rock 1s

6 A few of the million selling cover versions and their original
artists are: "Sh-leen” (Mercury* 19S4) - Crew Cuts covered the Chords*,
"Sincerely” (Coral* 19111 - McGuire Sisters covered the Moonglowsi
"Shake* Rattle,and Roll” (Dacca* 1955) B ill Malay covered doe Turner.
Source - Cashbox, July 8, 1987, p. 194 ~ 10.
7 Imperial * 19SS; Dot, 1955.
8 Arnold Shaw* The World of Soul.
1971). p.210.

(Mew York: Paperback library*
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simple; pap melodies tend to be longer, smoother and mere complex
rhythmically than rock melodies.9 An Important s ty lis tic faatura
rock takas from tht bloat 1s tha heavily accented aftarbaat. The
“big beat* made 1t highly danceable; the naad for dancaabla music
may have been an Important factor 1n making rock popular. Certainly
tha heavy beat made passible tha numerous dance crazes such as the
tw ist, tha watusl and tha s tro ll.

Rock adopted tha characteristic

tonal and rhythmic blending of rhythm and blues. Instruments and
voices are not blended In such a way as to achieve one overall
sound; Instead Instruments and voices tend to be treated equally.
This contrasts with the tonal blending used 1n pop music where Instru
ments are relegated to a position secondary 1n Importance to the
dominant vo1ca/s. Rhythmic blending Is Imprecise; unlike pop songs
In which the singers h it the beat synchronously rock singers come
1n around the beat and not precisely on I t .

These features I.e .,

heavy beat, characteristic tonal and rhythmic blending as wall as
the twelve bar sequence give rock Its musical Identity* And this
musical Identity Is borrowed largely from rhythm and blues.
Although rock's heritage from the blues Is sizeable nevertheless,
reck Is net merely black music but black music as played by whites.
Blacks Introduced rhythm and blues to white audiences but white
artists taking 1t up Injected 1t with white musical 1d1ems.*°
9 Arnold Shaw. The Rock Revolution (New York: Paperback Library,
1969), p.27.
p.17.

10 Phvl Garland. The Sound of Soul
;

(Mew York; Pocket Books. 1971).
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A significant addition to rock cant from the lyrical content of the
white pop fie ld .
Rock carried over from pop lyrics pop's romanticized notion of
lore. This 1s particularly marked after the period of the great rock
ers I.e ., circa 1918 - 1983. Typical of those romantic love songs
deplored hy Hayakawa (1917) art "All 1 have to do 1s Dream1* by the
Everly Brothers}** " tittle Star", hy the Elegants;*2 "Teen Angel"
by Mark Dinning;*2 "Dream Lover" by Bobby Darin;** and "Teenager 1n
love" by Dion and the Belmonts.*2 In these songs named above and
1n many ethers lik e them one finds an exhaltatlon of the loved one
and an attitude that regards love as a pananeea. This approach to
love contrasts with the realistic attitude found to love In rhythm
and blues swigs; bines songs deal with concrete rather than hoped for
or Imagined love sltnatlons. Nor do they Idolize the loved one.
Such realistic attitudes may be found In the following blues songs:
"Respect* sung by Aretha Franklin and Otis Redding;12 "Victim of

11 Cadence Records, 19B8*
12 Apt Records, 1988.
13 M-6-M Records, 19S9.
14 Atce Records, 1989.
15 Laurie Records, 1989.
15 East Memphis Music Cerp*, 1981.
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the Blues” sung By Ma Rainey*.17 "Heart Wrecked- by Whistling Alex
Moore;18 end “When You Love He” sung by Memphis Minnie;19 net until
the revival of the rhythm and blues roots by English reek musicians
1n 1964 did the peg ly ric Influence 1n reck music begin to decline.
With the upsurge of Interest 1n blues and with the corresponding
growth of blues based rock groups I.e .* JanIs Joplin, 01ml Hendrix,
Johnny Winter, Canned Heat, the Cream, the Doors, Led Zeppelin and
others around 1967 rock lyrics abandoned the romantic approach of
pop lyrics 1n favour of the more earthy approach found 1n blues.
White musicians who took up rock borrowed from country and folk
Idioms as well as from pop. Country came Into rock through such
figures as 1111 Haley, the Everly Brothers, Jerry Lee Lewis and
Buddy Holly. Lyrically the effect they produced was not too great.
Musically, however, they were responsible for producing a smoother
lighter and softer sound than that found In early rock. In addition
they Introduced the high nasal singing sound of country and the
characteristic harmonies of country. While the Influence of country
was strongest from 1958-1963 1t has net yet died out and may be
heard In the songs of present day singers and groups such as the

17 Paramount, 1929.
IB Columbia, 1929.
19 Qfcoh, 1944.
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Beatles, the Band, the Birds, Elton John, Janes Taylor, and Country
Jot and the Fish. Folk cam Into rock around 1965 to combine folk songs
with tho boat and Instrumntatlon of rock. Fran folk cam now lyrical
strains m st notably tho protost songs of Dylan, Donovan and Barry
McBulro. Like country tho wavo of folk rock artists continues Into
tho present and Includes such nams as Cat Stevens, The Mams and the
Papas, Simon and Barfunkel, The Levin1 Spoonful, and Richie Havens.20
Our Investigation Into what can be Identified as rock ms1c
shows us that rock 1s not a pure mslcal or lyrical style; I t has
tended to assimilate mslcal and lyrical features from numrous folk
1d1em. This process continues Into the present as rock has continued
to assimilate elements from such musical Idiom such as Indian raga,
baroque music and electronic music. Rock 1s an eclectic type of
music:
I f there's anything wrong with eclecticism and assimilation
In rock, then rack should take another look at Its e lf. Rock
1s eclecticism.2*
Rock, therefore, 1s an ongoing process, always changing and adding
new elements over time; the rack of 1955 1s far different from the
rack of 1960, from the rock of 1964, from the rack of 1972. The Crew
Cuts "Sh-Boom"22 1s world's apart from Nell Sedaka's "Happy Birthday,

20 See T1m. March 1, 1971 (Vol. 97, No.9) p.40 - 1 for an
"Informal Genealogy of Rock" which outlines blues, fo lk, and country
stream 1n rack.
:
21 Steve Katz of Blook, Sweat and Tears quoted 1n Chris
Hodenfleld, Rock *70 (New York: Pyramid Books, 1970), p. 87.
22 Mercury, 1954,
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Sweet Sixteen"23 or tho Rolling Stones’ "Down Mono G irl".24 Rook Is
•bovo o il o dynamic moving phenomenon.
Our examination of tho origins and major Influoncts or streams
within rock shows that a comprohonslvo study of rock would sample from
representative groups within oach of tho throo major stroaas.

In ordor

to capture tho nature of tho changing auslcal and lyrical content I t
would take each group froa beginning to end of Its career. A coapar1son aaong the groups chosen for study would show what differences
or s1a11ar1t1os existed In teres of basic premises; do the groups
studied share a coaaon culture aentallty or are they dlsslallar In
this respect? Mhat auslcal and lyrical patterns of development are
discerned? Are these In keeping with whet eight be expected of
sensate culture development? Unfortunately, for reasons of t1ae and
cost the present thesis cannot undertake this task.

Instead 1t w ill

H a lt Its e lf to the aore manageable problem of analysing the basic
promises underlying the lyrics of one group 1n the country streaa of
rock. This thesis w ill analyze a sample of the songs of the Beatles
froa 1963 - 1970 that Is . froa beginning to the end of their singing
career together. They w ill be taken as a case 1n point, an example of
how the study of determining basic premises underlying meanings might
be conducted. The Beatles were chosen because they were a phenomenon
In their own right having had an unparalleled following, great commerc
ia l success and significant Impact on many other rock musicians.

23 R.C.A. Victor Records, 1961.
24 London Records, 1966.
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In Chapter I I t

m s

stated that this thesis saaks to test tha

hypothesis, rock ouslc exhibits a predominantly Sensate culture
■natality,25 This oust now be refined to: The soaps of the Seaties
exemplifies rock auslc and w ill therefore exhibit a predominantly
Sensate culture mentality. This thesis w ill be regarded as a
preliminary Investigation In what would be a larger, more comprehensive
study*

I t Is a suggestion of how rock might be studied rather than an

authoritative e ffo rt.
To discover what culture mentality the songs of the Beatles have
1t w ill be necessary to examine the basic premises underlying the
songs.25 The premise we propose to concentrate on here w ill be the
one that concerns the nature of re a lity . As shown above the view of
reality defines the parts of a cultural system giving I t Its character
is tic culture mentality.22 Me recognized three premises concerning
the nature of re a lity , the Sensate premise, the Ideational premise,
and the Idealistic premise. Presumably, songs based on different
premises w ill express contrasting meanings, values and nonss In their
lyrical content. Given the premises certain logical and empirical
consequences w ill be expected. MMIe there are three premises I t 1s
necessary to develop only two schemes, one for the Sensate type and
one for the Ideational type; the Idealistic type by definition lies

28 See page 19 above.
28 See Appendix A for Loglco-meaningful approach.
27 Seepages 8 - 8 above.
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between the firs t two and therefore a combination of Sensate and
Ideational characteristics would be called Id ealistic, The logical
and empirical consequences of the Sensate and Ideational premises
concerning the nature of reality are outlined schematically and then
1n detail 1n the following sections. The rest of the chapter serves
to answer the question posed 1n Chapter 1: What things are Indicators
of the Sensate culture mentality 1n rock music?28
The following logical and empirical consequences are expected
to result from the Sensate premise which states that reality 1s sensory;
and from the Ideational premise which states that reality Is supersensory:
Consequences of Sensate premise for:
I

SYSTEM OF TRUTH:
Materialism: Belief that ultimate re ality Is material.
Emphasis on physically perceivable aspects of environment*
no physical perception and an orientation to actual occurrence.

II

TIME ORIEMTATIOM:
Temporal 1sm: Time 1s bounded* actions etc.* occur within
particular times. Emphasis on present moment. Short term
attitude.

HI

SOCIAL RELATIONSHIPS:
Contractual1sn: Ixtenslty - Limited 1n activities Involved.
Basis of Interaction - Agreement or bargain* Value of parties
for each other - forty valued as object of Instrumentality.
Duration - Limited In duration.

28

See page 18 above.
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IV

DYNAMIC DEVELOPMENT IN SONGS:
A) Lyrical Content: Over time songs w ill become more
and mere d iffic u lt to Interpret. Privatization of lyrics.
B) Musical Content: Over time ttie texture of the music
w ill become Increasingly sensuous. This 1s In keeping with
the Sensate tendency to welcome new physical sensations
and experiences.

Consequences of Ideational premise for:
I

SYSTEM OF TRUTH:
Idealism. Belief that ultimate reality 1s Immaterial.
Emphasis on mentally perceivable aspects of environment on
mental perception and on general occurrences.

II

TIME ORIENTATION:
Eternal Ism. Time Is unbounded; actions occur at any time
Timeless. Long term attitude.

III

SOCIAL RELATIONSHIPS:
Famllism. Extensity - Includes a ll life activities.
Basis of Interaction - Duty or right. Value of parties
for each other- Valued for themselves, for ownpersonal
qualities.

Duration - Spans lifetim e.

The Sensate culture mentality would be expected to exhibit Material
Ism* Temporal 1sm, and Contractual 1sm while the Ideational culture
mentality 1s expected to exhibit Idealism, Eternallsm and FamlHsm.
The Idealistic culture mentality would be Intermediary between the
firs t two and would be comprised of elements from both; for example
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Contractual 1m with Ito raatlM and Idaa! 1m ; Contractual 1m with
Eternal 1m and M aterlallM ; Contractual 1m with TcmporllM and
IdeallM * etc. The above scheme 1s presented at length and 1n
detail helow.
INDICATORS OF CULTURE MENTALITY29
Indicators of the Sensate culture mentality.
Sensate premise concerning the nature of reality - Reality Is
sensoryi heyond the reality of the sense organs there Is no reality*
1

System of Truth - M aterialistic System of Truth
Materialism - Belief that ultimate reality 1s material.
I f ultimate reality Is material then the way of knowing reality

w ill he through the senses* that 1s* through touch* (Includes kinetic
sense) sight* heating* smell and taste.
Therefore, 1t 1s expected that meanings 1a the songs referring to
the environment, objects* the self and others w ill do so In terms of
their specific and particular qualities* that 1s* 1n terns of their
physical aspects.30 This w ill he Indicated 1a song content by refer
ences to;
I

(1)

Sense perception of objects* environment* self or others
(Including Individual's own physical sensation or a c tiv it
ies).

29 Because of the extensive nature of the system we w ill lim it
ourselves to developing indicators for I - System of Truth and I I Time Orientation only*
30 By physical 1s meant what can he/1s known through the sense*
I.e .* can be touched* heard* seen* etc.
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Unit to icant

Semantics 1n sentence unit.

Example:
Ami thougb.he'11 never cone back she's dressed
In black.3*
Illustrates physical perception of other, "dressed 1n black".
1 (111) Physically perceivable aspects of environment, objects,
self or others.
Unit to scan: Syntax within sentence, qualifying
adverbs, adjectives, phrases.
Example:
"Me a ll live In a yellow submarine".32
Illustrates physically perceivable aspects of objoct, the
"yellow" submarine.
I f reality Is held to be sensory I t follows that the songs would
have an orientation to experiences, actions or occurrences which have
In fact taken place.
Therefore, I t 1s expected that meanings In songs which refer to
experiences, actions or occurrences w ill refer to these In their
specific and particular features, that 1s, as they are experienced
by a participating Individual. This w ill be Indicated by the use of:
2 (1)

I (me); Me (us); You (direct address)

These w ill be used In sentences pertaining to experiences, actions

31 Uitnon-McCartnay, "Baby's In Black" (1964) on Beatles
'65 album.
32 Lennon-NeCartnay, "Yellow Submarine" (1966), Revolver album.
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occurrences 1n the sense that I , we, you. participated In the
experience, action or occurrence.
Unit to scan: Syntax within sentence:

I . We, You

subject or object. Semantics must Imply that person/s relating
experience, occurrence, or action, took part In them.
Example:
I was s1tt1n* 1n my kitchen, lookin' across the skies,
I thought the world was ending, I started Into cry.
The wind was howling, the buildings begin to fa ll,
I see that mean eld twister cornin' just like a
cannonball. **
Illustrates an occurrence which the speaker. I , Is participating
1n or experiencing. She observes the effects of the cyclone.
Items I (1); I (111); and 2 (1) are taken to be Indicators of
the M aterialistic system of Truth. 34
II

Time Orientation: Temporal1sm
Because Sensate meanings are oriented to occurrences which are

particularistic I t follows that the tenses found In Indicative,
optative, exclamatory, and Interrogative sentences w ill be bounded
tenses. By bounded 1s meant that actions, events and occurrences
take place at particular points 1n time; they are fin ite . Whether or
not a tense 1s to be classified as bounded mpy be determined by asking
the following question - At what point In time did the action, event
or experience take place? I f the answer may be phased "At this point
In time" .. then the tense Is considered to be a bounded tense as 1n
the following scheme:
3 (1) Present tense (syntax) In sense of new, 1s happening at
known point In time (semantics).
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(111) N s t tease (syntax) 1b sense of gmpM

action, has

happsasd at known point f t tine (seatsntlcs).
(v)

F i l t i tease (syntax) fa saasa of seaetk1a« ta eccwr within
specified period af t in .
Syntax and seaantlcs as above.

13 * lt , tools Cyclone Haas* seat by ilxadie keblaacn
Parswswat, 1917,
34 Tha Indicators, I (1 ), I ( If f ) and 2 (1) above as veil as
I (11). t (1v) and 2 (11) halaa art expected ta obtain regardless
m M
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sn^M ndh^^cnA A sn # dbnn n M n ttx a d b lttM k A a n ^n d k ^k ttA i^ n A •
dxeesWI iHBBTRBwtHiHIa
Ini IPj^ttdeww^Ptt pIP^mi^HWWIa dbns
tHI

a a a a a e a iU iM a tla a a a M i dndhasdbwanndsxbA

sen^d>

ta la g m t^ jteetascas. ^
^
0there• objects, eavlroaanat
or aatfaas 1a tarns a f I (1) ; f (111) or 2 (1) above sad I (11) i
i (1v) and 2 (11) halaa,
a f attar Is Psand la these types of
saataaaas t (1) above:
Imperative: Sea baby 1a l i n t ,
Hortative: ta t as sea baby 1a black.
Optative: Hoe X wish X ceald sea baby 1a black.
Interrogative! Soyas son baby 1a blackt
Exclamatory: X tea baby la black!
fa r axaapla* aaatal perception af objects X (111) below:
toperative: Sea tha world 1a a trafa a f snM*
Hortative: le t as see the acrid fa a train a f saad,
Optttlvat Maw X wish X canid saa the acrid 1a a arala a f saad.
Interrogative: be yen see the world 1a a grata of saadf
Exclaaatery: I see the world 1a a grain of saad!
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Example of use of bounded tons*:
Baby's good to no, you know she's happy at can be,
yon know tho said so
I'» In love with her and I foal fine.
niustratas Indicative sentence using bounded tenses.
Describes present state of affairs; 1t Is bounded because the
present tenses used (present of to be; to fe e l; to love) a ll
refer to present 1n the sense of now. The past tease "sa1dN
1s used In the sense of a completed action, and 1s bounded as
w ell.
Part of the tamperallstle tine orientation Is found 1a Its
short tine attitude.

I t emphasizes the present situation. This

follows fron the fact that re a lity for the Sensate culture mentality
exists where physical sensation or particular experience exists (now).
Thus present tense 1a the sense of now 1s expected to be most heavily
preferred.

In addition a short time attitude 1s expected. This

short time attitude w ill be considered to exist In the following
situations:
3 (v11) Sentences (of any kind) whose meanings focus on the
present situation to the exclusion of a ll else. These
explicitly express the In ab ility to see beyond the
present situation.
Unit to scan: Semantics.
They w ill consist of statements a) expressing focus

35 Lennoa-McCartney, "I Peel Fine" (1955), Beatles *55 album.
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on the present above a ll else / b) expressing the
In ab ility to see beyond present situation.
Examples:

Eat, drink ami be Berry for tomorrow we die.

Illustrates 3 (v11) a) focus on present nenent above a ll else.
Yea know I can't sleep. I can't step ay brain._
You know It's three weeks. I'w going Insane. 39
Illustrates 3 (v11) b) In ab ility to see beyond present unhappy
situation. Note extreme reactions. In ab ility to sleep, frenzied
feeling, MI'w going Insane*.
Indicators of the Ideational culture Mentality.
Ideational preBlse concerning the nature of reality - reality
1s the supersensery god; I t way be known through Divine Revelation.
Systow of Truth » Idealistic System of Truth
Idealism 37 1s the belief that ultlnate reality Is ^m aterial.
I f ultlaate reality 1* held to be Im aterlal then the way of
knowing reality w ill be through faculties of wind, through Insight.
Inspiration, revelation and contenplatlon.
I t Is expected, therefore, that meanings 1n the songs referring
to environment, objects the self or ethers w ill do so In terms of
their 1«mater1a1 aspects I.e .. the general pattern or meaning thought
to underlie them. This w ill be Indicated In song content by references

36 l emon-McCartney, I'm so Tired* (1968). The Beatles album.
37 Not to be confused with Idealistic culture mentality which
1s Sorokin's mixed type of mentality having part Sensate and part
Ideational elements.
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to:
1 (11)

Mental perception of environment, objects self or others.

Unit to seen: Seventies In sentence unit.
Example:

To see the world 1n « grain of sand
And a heaven In a wild flower.5®

Illustrates mental perception of objects.
1 (tv)

Mentally perceivable aspects (Idea* pattern* waning*

transcending principle behind) of envlrenwnt objects* self
or ethers.
Pa1t to scan:
Exaople:

Semantics within sentence.

The Feel on the M il sees the sun going down
and the eyes In his head see the world spinning-.
round. 39

Illustrates perceiving the pattern of the world. An Isolated
figure contenplates the Illusory movement of the world.
I f reality 1s Iw aterlal 40 then 1t fellows that the songs w ill
haw an orientation to experiences* actions or occurrences, which
might happen to anyone* that 1s* are general or universal In nature.
Therefore 1t 1s expected that meanings 1n songs which refer to
experiences* actions or occurrences w ill refer to these 1n a general
izing fashion* that 1s, they w ill relate experiences, events or
occurrences 1a which they have not participated. Thus they are
38 William Blake, "Auguries of Innocence”, E.F. Kingston
ed. Poems To Remember (Toronto: J.M. Gent t Sons* 1951}, p.346.
39 Lennon-McCartney, "The Fool on the M111” (1967), Magical
Mystery Tour album.
48 Immaterial refers to things which may not be perceived
through the sense but must be arrived at through mental faculties.
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generalizing because they Include mere than one person could know.
This w ill be Indicated by the use of:
2 (11) She (her); He (h1n); They (then); It ; You (In tho sense
of one, equivalent to he). These pronouns are used 1n
sentences regarding experiences, actions, or occurrences
In the sense that they are generally true.
Unit to scan: Syntax within sentence: Third person
voice. Semantics: must Imply that events are general,
not particular and that anyone night participate 1n then.
Exanple:

Without going out of your door ..
You can knew a ll things on earth.41

Illustrates experience which 1s possible and In which
anyone night participate.

InpHes knowledge transcending

particular experiences.
II

Tine Orientation: EternalIsm
Because Ideational noonings are oriented to events, actions

and occurrences which night occur to anyone and which are, therefore,
unlversallstle 1t follows that tenses found 1n Indicative, optative,
exclanatory, and Interrogative sentences w ill be unbounded tenses.
By this 1s neant that events, actions, occurrences and experiences
occur at no particular point 1n tine; they are recurring events.
Whether or not a tense Is to be classified as unbounded nay be
determined by asking the question, at what point In tine did the
action, event or experience take place? I f the answer nay be phrased

41 George Harrison, "That Inner lig h t". Northern Songs,
Publishers (1SB8).
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"At no particular point 1n tim e.." then tha tense 1s considered to
ho an unbounded tense as 1n the following schemes
3 (11)

Present tense (syntax)

(1v)

Past tense (syntax)

(v l)

Future tense

All used In sense of timeless, recurring experiences
happening, having happened, or to happen at no designated
point 1n time (semantics).
Unit to scans Syntax and semantics as above.
Example of use of unbounded tense:
A ll the lonely people, where do they a ll come from?
A ll the lenely people, where de they a ll belong! «
Illustrates Interrogative sentences using unbounded tenses.
Describes a recurring phenomenon, the presence 1n the world
of lonely people. Present tenses, "do cone" and "do belong"
art used In the sense of a recurring state of affairs which
happens at no particular point In time. Tenses used would
thus be designated as unbounded.
The Eternal 1st1c tine orientation 1s further revealed In Its long
time attitude. This follows from the fact that reality 1* not necess
a rily in the present moment but In the Immaterial pattern. This long
tine attitude w ill be considered to exist 1n the following situations:
3 (v111) Sentences (of any Mad) whose meanings focus on the perspective

42 leanen-McCartaey, "Eleanor Mgby" (1966), Revolver album.
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In which the present situation may bo soon. These explicitly
express the a b ility to sec beyond the present situation.
Unit to Scan: Senantlcs.
Thoy w ill consist of statements: c) expressing concern with
the larger perspective within which the present moment fits / d)
expressing the a b ility to transcend present d iffic u ltie s .
Examples: Try to see you're only very small and life goes
on within you and without you. *3
Illustrates 3 (v111) c) concern for larger perspective within
which present moment fits .
When I find myself In times of trouble
Mother Maty comes te.me speaking words of
wisdom, le t 1t be. **
Illustrates 3 (v111) d) a b ility through faith to transcend
present d iffic u ltie s .
QUAhTtFICATIOM OF IHPICATOBS Of CULTURE MENTALITY

/

Since the total system of Indicators of culture mentality was
too extensive to develop here I t was decided to concentrate on System
of Truth and Time orientation. A series of Indicators were developed
(Items 1, 2, 3 above). Items 1, 2, and 3 w ill be quantified by use
of three Indices:

1)

Index for degree Sensuality ( I (1 ), (11), (111)
and (1v) above).

2)

Index for Degree Participation (2 (1 ), (11)
above).

43 George Harrison, "Within you Without You" (1947), Seroeant
Peoeer album.
44 lennen-MeCartnay, "let I t be" (1970), le t 1t be album.
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3)

Index for Degree Temporal1sm (3 (1 ), (11
(H D . (W ). (» ). (H ) tbov.). 45

Index I)

Decree Sensuality:

Arrived at hy determining proportion Sontato references (at 1n
1 (1); (111)to Ideational references (at 1n I (11), (1v). Therefore,
Degree Sensuality *
1( 1) ♦ 1( 111)
----------------------------------------------1(1) ♦ 1(11) ♦ 1(111) ♦ l(1v)

x

100

*

Percentage

The percentage so computed w ill locate a given song on a continuum
for degree sensuality Interpreted and arranged as follows:
Pure
Ideat1onal
1

Idea11st1c
2

3

4

5

6

Pure
Sensate

C.M.S.
Score

0

7

8

9

10

Degree
Sensu*11 ty

OS 10* 20* 30S 40* 501 60S 70S O0X 904 100X

The score as derived from the continuum places a song Into a
culture mentality with respect to the quality examined. For example,
a song with a score of 30S for degree Sensuality would receive a score
of 3 and would he placed In the Ideational culture mentality with
respect to this quality.

45 Items 3 (v11), 3 (v111) were omitted.
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Index 2) Degree Participation:
Degree participation 1s measured by:

m
x
2(1)

♦

100

*

Percentage

2(11)

Percentage may be Interpreted according to Its location on
tha following continuum:

Pure
Idea
tion
al

1

Ideal
is t
ic

C.M.S.
Scorn

0

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Dogroo
fa rtic Ipatlon

0* 101 20* 301 40* SOS SOX 70S 801 90S 100*

2)

Index 3) Dngrea Temporal1sa:
Moasurod by masher bounded to unbounded tenses. Thus degree
temporal1sb •
3(1) ♦ 3(111) ♦ 3 (f)
x 100
3(1) ♦ 3(11) ♦ 3(111) ♦ 3(1v) ♦ 3 (f)
•

♦ 3(o1)

Percentage

C.M.S. Culture Mentality Score.
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This percentage nay he Interpreted according to the following
continuum:
Pews
Ideat1onal
C.M.S.
Score
3}

Pure
Ideal1st1c

Pure
Sensate

----------------------------------------------------------0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
10

Degree
Tempor
a lis *

os io* m

m

m

m

m

70 s

m

100 *

m

Press Index of Culture Mentality:
fro * the three Celtore Mentality Scores (C.M.S.) developed
above we nay calcwlate a gross Index of culture mentality which
w ill be eenpeted as follows:
Cross Index of culture mentality (G.I.C.M.) ■
C.M.S,
Score 1)

C.M.S.
Score 2)

C.M.S.
Score 3)

a f ln a ja f ln A J b

\uQ 3nv

fR o M ie e
vuwyi
«i

IH
lu
ty rm

Sensea llty :
Index 1)
0 -1 0 )

Partlc1pat1on:
Index 2)
0 - 10)

Tenporalien:
Index 3)
0 - 10

*

a m m a a

Score between 0 - 3 0 , gross Index of culture mentality

(G .I.C.M .),
Interpretation of Press Index of Culture Mentality (G.I.C.M.)
0 - 1 2
13 -

Inclusive Indicates Ideational culture mentality.

17 Inclusive Indicates Idealistic culture mentality,

18-30

Inclusive Indicates Sensate culture mentality.
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AMligLtlfia*
The Scoring system was applied to two songs of the Beatles
(the firs t and last on the lis ts ) to tost applicability of the
Indicators of culture Mentality and tfco practicability of the
quantification schane. Two examples w ill be given hem using the
Indicators and quantification scheme.
Example It
Love Me Do 46
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Love* love ho do,
You know I love you*
1*11 always be true
so please love we do, who ho love ee do.
Love, love we do,
You know I love you.
I ’l l always be true
so please love we do, who he love ne do.
Seasons to Imre, somebody new.
Seasons to love, seasonslike you.

Index 1) Degree Sensuality:

Net applicable.

Index 2) Decree Participation:
lin e 1 rated 2(1) you, understood direct address
lin e 2 rated 2(1) you, direct address
rated 2(1) I , participating
lin e 3 rated 2(1) I , participant
Line 4 rated 2(1) you, understood direct address
subject of verb, love.

album.

48 Lennon-McCartnsy, "Love lie Do* (1983), The Early Beatles
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rated 2(f) You, understood direct address

•

1

subject of verb. love,
lines 5 - 8 net rated as exact repetition of lines 1 - 4 .
lines 9 - 1 0 verb excluded, therefore not rated, ne subject
or predicate.
Totals 2(1) ♦ 2(11) •
Decree Participation

6

(2(1)) •

5

*
m ~ +

x

100

x

100

u rn

5
*

5

+ 0

"f~

•

1001

Culture Mentality score for Index 2) Degree Participation would
be 10. 47
latex 3) Degree TeeooraHset
Line 1 rated

1(1) boundedpresent

Meaning

l
love• aenow

Line 2 rated

3(1) boundedpresent

Meaning

youknew
• now
1

Line 2 rated 3(1) bounded tense In present Meaning Z
love you now

•

1

•

1

•

1

Line 3 rated 3(v1) unbounded future Meaning I w ill love
you at no particular tin t In the future
Line 4 rated 3(1) bounded present Meaning love
"so please, love se do*
rated 3(1) bounded present Meaning love ae now
47 See p.43 above.
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"who ho love ae do*

■

1

Lines S - 8 not rated as exact repetition of lines 1 - 4 .
Lines t - 10 not rateable as no verbs.
Totals

3(1) ♦ 3(111) ♦ 3(v)

•

8(3(1) •

8

3(1) ♦ 3(11) ♦ 3(111) ♦ 3(1v) ♦ 3(v) ♦ 3(v1) «
8(3(1)) ♦ l(3(v1)) •

6

Degree TeaporaHsa •
3(1) ♦ 3(111) ♦ 3(»)

x

100

3(1) ♦ 3(11) ♦ 3(111) ♦ 3(1v) ♦ 3(v) ♦ 3(v1)

5 + 0 + 0
6 + 0 + 0 + 0 + 0 +

8
—
6

x

1

100

-

83*

Culture mentality score for Index 3) Degree Tenporallsn would be
8.3. 48
8. I . C. M.

•

C.M.S.
Score
Index 1)

0. I . C, H.

-

10

Suaaaiy:

+

C.M.S.
Score
Index 2)

♦
8.3

•

♦

C.M.S.
Score
Index 3)

18.3

"Love Me Do* scores highly Sensate In two qualities measured,

having a total score of 18.3 out of possible score of 20.

48 See p.43 above.
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Exaaple 2:
For too Blue
1
2
3
4
i
<
7
5
9
Index I)

Because you're sweet and lovely g irl I love you
Because you're sweet and lovoly g irl It's true.
I love you aero than ever, g irl, I do*
I want you In the aornlng g irl, I love you.
I want you at the nenent I feel blue.
I'a living every aoaent, g irl, for you.
Bo, Johnny, go. (Spoken)
Elnore Janes got nothing on this baby. (Spoken)
I loved you frea the aoaent I saw you.
You looked at ae that's a ll you had to do.
I feel 1t now I hope you feel 1t too.
Decree Sensuality: hot applicable.

Index 2) Degree Participation:
"you're" you, direct address

•

1

I “I love you" participant

•

I

■

%

■

I

Line 3 rated 2(1), I and 2(1), I .

■

2

Line 4 rated 2(1), I and 2(1), I .

■

2

Line 5 rated 2(1), I and 2(1), I .

■

2

Line ft rated 2(1), I .

■

I

Line 7 rated 2(1) I and 2(1), I .

a

2

a

2

a

3

Lino I rated 2(1)
rated 2(1)

Line 2 rated 2(1) you "you're" direct address
rated 2(11) 1t "Its" general situation, non
participant.

Line ft rated 2(1) you, direct address and 2(1) you,
direct address.
Line 9 rated 2(1), I; 2(1) 1*, 2(1), you.

49 fteerge Harrison, "For You 1100’' (1979), le t 1t bo albua.
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Totals

•

17(2(1)); 1 (2(11)).

Degree participation

•

x

100

2(1) ♦ 2( 11)
U
17 ♦ 1

m
Culture Mentality score for Index 2) Degree Participation would
be 9.1.
Index 3) Degree ToMoora11s»:
Line 1 rated3(1) are ("you're") and 3(1) ("love")

-

Line 2 rated3(1) bounded tense, "you are”, 3(11)
enbeimded tense " It's true".

•
m

Line 3 rated 3(1), love, bounded present anddo,
bounded present, 3(1)
Line 4 rated 3(11) "want", unbounded present
and 3(1)

"love", bounded present

*
*
«

Line i rated 3(11) "want" and "feel" unbounded
present tenses
Line € rated 3(11) "living" unbounded present

*
»

Line 7 rated(3(111) "loved", "saw" bounded pasts
Line 8 rated3(111) "looked", "bad* bounded paste

•

Line 9 rated3(1)

•

"feel", "hope" bounded presents
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Totals:

3(1)

- 9; 3(11)

- 4; 3(111)

-

4.

Degree Temporal1sm «
3(1)

♦ 3(111) ♦ 3(v)

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

x J0 0

3(1) ♦ 3(11) ♦ 3(111)♦ 3(1v) ♦ 3(v) ♦ 3(v1)
9 + 4 4 0
----------------------------------------9 + 4 + 4 + 0 + 0 + 0

.

E
17

X 100

•

x

100

75*

Culture Mentality score for Index 3) Degree Temporal1sm would
be 7.5*.
6. I . C. M.

*

C.M.S.
Score
Index 1)

9.5 + 7.5

*

+

C.M.S.
Score
Index 2)

+

C.M.S.
Score
Index 3)

G.I.C.M.

*

17.1 out of a possible 20.

Suwaary:

“For You Slue" scores highly Sensete In the two qualities

Measured, having a total score of 17.1 out of a possible score of 20.
The proceeding analysis brings out the point that for the songs
to undergo a change in culture Mentality whenever they had already
scored highly Sensate they would necessarily

Move

toward the ether end

of the contlnuuM. Thus there 1s a celling effect In operation;
I f songs are high In any one culture Mentality type at one point 1a
time the only wey for a change 1n culture mentality to be observed
would be for a sh ift to occur te the other types. Sengs already
scored close te pure Sensate could not become more appreciably nore
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so
Sensate 1n character.
At the two songs analyzed above, Examples 1 and 2 both demonstrated
the Sensate culture mentality a sim ilar analysis was carried out on
material recognized as Ideational in culture mentality. An analysis
of "Non lo t ovary tongue adore thee" from Bach's Cantata 140 "wachet
A uf..." was undertaken* The song scored on a ll three indices and
received a G.I.C.M. of 8, This placed i t well within the Ideational
G.I.C.M* score range 0 - 12. Thus the scoring system and the Indicat
ors are capable of indicating both Sensate and Ideational types of
culture mentality.
Te recapitulate» while the present study recognizes at least
three major strewn In reek music I t undertakes analysis of the
premises underlying the meanings of the songs of only one group within
the country stream of rock. Therefore conclusions readied here must
be taken as suggestive; the thesis is a case In point of one group
in one stream. The thesis focuses on an analysis of the output of
Beetle songs 1983 - 78 with particular Interest 1n testing for the
absence or presence of the Sensate culture mentality. Indicators
to test for this culture mentality end a scheme for quantifying culture
mentality is outlined in detail 1n the present diopter. Chapter 11
answers the question posed in Chapter 1: Nhat things are indicators of
the Sensate culture mentality in reck music? 53

10 See p.17 above.
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CHAPTER I I I
ANALYSIS
Th1* thesis examines reck 1n 11s cultural rather than 1n Its
social aspects. A cultural study of reck would logically Include
examination of rock's norms and values as well as Its meanings.
Houever, we have concentrated on the problem of meaning and mere
specifically on the premises underlying

meaning. To Sorokin's

thinking I t was the basic promises of a culture that

were Its Integrat

ing force. Per him these premises make sense outof what doesnet
make sense 1n any ether way. ThusIdentification

of the major

premises underlying rock w ilt make clear what Is otherwise blurred,
w ill help us to understand what would not otherwise be understood.
I t was decided to concentrate on what te Sorokin was the most
Important premise of a culture, the promise having to do with the
nature of re a lity . Te determine what premises concerning the nature
of reality underlay reck we developed Indicators of culture mentality.1
A quantification method allowed us to score rock songs and place
them In one of the three types of culture mentality. A decision was
made te apply the measuring device te one of the groups In the
country strems of rock music, namely the Beatles.2 Because the
application Involves one group only, generalizations cannot be made

1 See Chapter I I ,

31 - 40.

2 See Chapter I I ,

page 28.
SI
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about a ll of reck music. This Is t sorfous lim itation of the present
thesis.
A stratified sample of size 57 (population • 175) was drawn
from the total output of songs the Beatles recorded together. To
capture shifts which nay have occurred fren year to year* songs were
taken from each of the 8 years In which the Beatles produced records
together. Since some years had greater output than others and since
sons had smaller output than other years 1t was decided to sample
proportionately so that each year received Its representative percent
age of songs. Thus* 1f there were 16 songs produced In year A and
26 songs produced 1n year B then twice as many songs would be sampled
from year B than from year A.
The procedure used for sampling was carried out as described
below. By dividing the total number of songs Into the number of
songs produced for each year the percentage the year represented 1n
terms of the total output of the songs was calculated. Thus. 1n
1953 twelve songs were produced. This represents 7* of the total
output of songs.* Sample size was te be 57. Seven percent of 57 *
S. Therefore. 5 songs were to be sampled from 1953.*

This sampling

procedure was applied to the remaining years. 1964 - 1976, Inclusive.
A lis t giving the song title s used 1n the sample, the recortfc the sample
songs are found on together with the source from which the lyrics

3 Note: Songs without words were omitted from the present
sample for obvious reasons.
4 Sengs were compiled from Beetle records ami arranged according
to year.
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were taken 1s found 1n Appendix B.
Once the title s of the songs were selected they were analyzed
and scored on the three Indices used to determine culture mentality;
Index 1)

Degree Sensuality; Index 2) Degree Participation and

Index 3)

Degree TemporalIsm.® The three Indices were added to give

G.I.C.M. After G.I.C.M. was calculated then each song could be placed
Into Its appropriate culture mentality type. This was dene according
to the following scheme:
S.I.C.M.

Type of Mentality

0-12

Indicates

Ideational Culture Mentality

13 - 17

Indicates

Idealistic Culture Mentality

18-30

Indicates

Sensate Culture Mentality

I t was then possible to construct the following table:
Table 3
SONGS OF THE BEATLES BY TYPE OF
CULTURE MEMTALITY,1 1983-70.
M o tio n a l

Idealistic

203 (1)

-

Sensate

Years
1963
1964

-

5 See Chapter I I , ^

3i

SOS (4)

(B)

1003 (9)

(9)

ff.

6 Culture mentality as measured by Index 1, 2 and 3. As 2/3
of the songs scored on two Indices and the ether 1/3 scored on a ll three,
a modified scheme was used, as follows, for songs scoring on only two:
0 -8
• Ideational
9 - U - Idealistic
1 2 - 2 0 » Sensate.
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Ideational

Idealistic

SlBiate

Years
1955

.

125 (1)

885 (7)

(8)

335 (3)

455 (4)

(9)

1955

225 (2)

1967

455 (4)

' «•

555 (5)

(9)

1958

65 ( I)

-

945 (16)

(17)

1959

-

m

1005 (6)

(5)

755 (3)

(4)

1970

255 (1)

Totals

(9)

-

(4)

(54)

(67)

Me started out with the major hypothesis that reek music exhib
ited a predominantly Sensate culture mentality*7 Later on 1t was
found necessary te narrow this te: The rock music of the Beatles•
which exemplifies rock music, exhibits a predominantly Sensate culture
mentality.8 The data fathered In this thesis and summarised In Table 3
tends to confirm the major hypothesis. Therefore, 1n most of the years
studied, that 1s, In 1953, 1964, 1955, 1958, 1959, and 1970 the songs
of the Beatles do demonstrate a predominantly Sensate mental 1ty;
between 755 - 1005 of the songs contain evidence of the Sensate premise
which regards reality as material.

I t 1s significant to note that the

Ideational and Idealistic culture mentalities do not entirely disappear.
This 1s 1n keeping with Sorokin's notion of three great cultural

7 Chapter I ,

p«gt 19.

8 Chapter I I , page 28.
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supersysterns which keep recurring throughout the ages.
The years which tend to refute the hypothesis are 1966 and 1967.
A careful consideration of this period and Its 1npl1cat1ons for the
validity of the Maturing Instrument scans warranted. I t Is necessary
to exanlne the songs of 1966 and 1967 1n terns of the songs proceeding
and the songs following then. He w ill trace nuslcal changes 1n the
songs as an Independent neasure of the sh ift 1n culture nentallty
revealed 1n Table 3.
The early songs of the Beatles (1963 - July, 1966) nay be
characterized as honophonlc 1n structure.9 The base line follows
the Mlody line; 1t 1s suggested by the Mlody. This type of harnonlc
structure derives fron the country Influence on the Beatles, of Elvis
Preslsy and Jerry Lee Lewis.
The blues Influence nay be found 1n nuslcal forn and 1n
characteristic blending. Songs follow the 12 bar sequence (3 groups
of 4 bars each) but with the difference that the hamonles are nore
complex than just the usual three chord changes. Blending 1s
Imprecise; voices

com

out of the music; Instruments are not softened

to give voice ascendancy.

In blues the voice 1s treated as another

Instrunent 1n the band. The nuslc has the heavy afterbeat. Lyrics
and nuslc are straight forward and highly sensate.
One of the reasons for slnpllclty In the early Beatle songs

9 These songs are found on the following albuM: The Early
Beatles (1963); The Beatles Second Album (1963); Meet the Beatles (1964)
Beatles '65 ( 196 4 h 30M tfr1nu Men (1964); Beatles TT t 19SS) ;“1wr He1pi
(1965),. All are d istr ibuted uy capitu i.
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lies In the Halted nuslcal skills of the groups. Iaprec1s1ons above
that required by Musical style are shown In both haraonlca and guitar
work of the early songs. Beginning 1n 1965 soae nuslcal nastery
begins to be heard as greater and greater control of nuslcal notorial
Is evidenced, General1y then* the nuslc as a separate Indicator notches
up with the Sensate qualities of the lyrics of these songs. Nuslc 1s
loud* fast* staple but dynanlc. S1npl1c1ty and sensuality seen to
be the keynotes of songs of 1963-5.
Kith the albuas. Rubber Soul (1965); Yesterday and Today (1966);
and Revolver (1966) we cone upon a transitional phase. Musically
they begin te develop; clarity Is achieved and thqy begin using
counterpoint. On Revolver Is found a greater range of Instruaentatton; "For No One" has harpsichord. French horn, and a string quartet.
In 1967 developnent Into polyphonic nuslc neets Its fu ll culnlnatlon
In Sergeant Popper*s Lonely Heart's Club Band and In Magical Mystery
Tour. Counter neledles run through the nuslc Independently of the
na1n nelody lin e . These two albuns were original of their kind; on
then were the nest conplex songs the Beatles produced. Acconpanylng
the nuslcal change was the lyrical change chronicled by Table 3; new
prenlses were Introduced Into the lyrics In 1966-7. Changes 1n lyrics
are found 1n the nuslc as well; this leads us to trust nore 1n the
efficiency of the neasurlng device.
A nunber of things explain the sh ift that occurred 1n 1966-7.
Behind the change m y be found the Sensate culture nentallty's desire
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for nor* and more experience.10 Desire for now experiences lad
te experimentation with different sound combinations; sounds were
layered on top of each other. The desire led as well to dabbling 1n
Eastern transcendental Meditation.

In September, 1955 George

Harrison went to India and began to develop an Interest In Eastern
religion.** In 1967 a ll four Beatles attended a session with the
Maharlshl In Bangor, Males. Finally, 1n February* 1958 the Beatles
visited India to attend further sessions with the NaharlsM. The
Maharlshl's philosophy taught that U fa consisted of spiritual
as well as m aterialistic values. The Maharlshl promised that:
...beyond thought and matter there Is an absolute
unity which 1s the basis of a ll creation. At Its
ultimate level this constitutes truth, lig h t, and
4®y.**
The Ideas are close to Sorokin's Ideational premise concerning the
nature of reality; reality exists In a supersensory god. Ideational
premises of 1955 and 1967 are the direct result of the Beaties'
Introduction te and absorption of the Ideational philosophy ° f the
Maharlshl. Logically, the premises are net offshoots of Sensate
premises found 1n the early songs and therefore 1t 1s significant that
the Ideational premises came to the songs of the Beatles from a source

10 Slnaons and Wlnograd herald the search for new experiences
In It's Happening: A Portrait of the Youth Scene Today (California:
Marc Laird Publications, 1956), Chapter 1.
11 Hunter Davies, The Beatles: The Authorized B1ography(London,
England; A Mayflower Paperback, 1158, 1959), p. 245-7.
12 Julius Fast, The Beatles: The Beal Story (New York:
Berkley Medallion Books, 1958), p. 1981
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outside of tiM fr usual Western context.
tfe have show) that 196$ and 1967 represent a point of departure
for the songs of the Beatles. But s till another sh ift was to oeme.
By 1968 after their Indian sojourn the Beatles became disillusioned
with the Maharlshl:
Me aade a Mistake* the Maharlshl Is Inman. For a while we
thought he wasn't. Me believe In Meditation but not the
Mah||1sh1 and Ms scene. Me're finished with that b it of
In 1968 lyrics of the songs return to their former high Sensate levels
the Music loses Its lavish touches heard 1n "Magical Mystery Tour",14
"All You Need Is Love", 14 and In "A Day In the Life"15.

In the firs t

place they had reached a peak 1n 1967; they had gone as far as they
could go and s till retain their characteristic rock sound. Further
development Into polyphony would have created music similar to that
of Emerson, Lake and Palmers*5 Emerson et a l. play classical music
with a rock beat and In a rock performing style. Possibly a reaction
against the excesses of 1967 was setting In , One thing 1s certain; the
Beatles double album. The Beatles (1968) returns to earlier simplicity:
That's what we want to get back to — sim plicity.
You can't have anything simpler, yet more meaningful
than love, 'love me - d o '.*7

13 John Lemon quoted In Alan Aldridge, The Beatles Illustrated
Lyrics (London: McQenald Unit 75, 1969), p.ICC
14 On Magical Mystery Tour album (1967).
15 On Sergeant Pepper's Lonely Heart's Club Band album (1967).
16 Hear Emerson, Lake and Palmer (1971), Cotillion Records.
17 Paul McCartney quoted In Aldridge, p.92.
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The nuslc of 1968-70 It Much clotor to tho early nuslc of 1963-5
than to tho nuslc of 1966-7.

In 1968- tho Bottles return to horn-

phony and the sound of hard rock. A sln llar reaction seens to have
h it othor najor figures in rock at about the sane tines tho Rolling
Stones followod up Tholr Satanic Majesties Request with a slnple
reck albun, Beggar's Banquet; Dylan cane out with the cenparatlvely
slnple and quiet John Wesley Harding.

In England B ill Haley end

the Conets gave a series of rock *n ro ll concerts; Buddy Holly's
records were re-released. 1968 seens te have been a year of
returning to tho roots.
In conclusion, changes observed In culture nentallty Measured
by the Brass Index of Culture Nentallty Matches changes observed
1n the nuslc. Evidence, both nuslcal and lyrical points to a cyclic
18
pattern of change which would correspond to tho pattern A - B - A^.
Othor evidence supports the conclusion that tho Beatles songs, with
the exception of 1966-7 do Indeed exhibit a predonlnantly Sensate
culture nentallty.
The nethod used 1n calculating culture nentallty Is adnlttedly
gross; Its purpose is te Identify trends so that periods of
significant change nay bo recognized. An advantage of tho neasurlng
device 1s that 1t nay be applied to content ever tin e. Carey (1966)
net d ifficu lties when he tried te apply Horten's schene (1954) to new

18 "A" would correspond te 1963-5, ttBN to 1966-7, and "A "
to 1968-70.
1
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data. He found that froa 30X-40X of tho songs In his non saaiplo
could not ho classified according to Horton's schent.19 Yot content
analyses of the cultural aspects of popular songs aust bo conducted
to cover long periods of tlae . Had we chosen 1967 as the year to
exaalne the songs of the leatles we would have been seriously aisled}
transitional characteristics would have been given aere weight than
they deserved. Sorokin's studies of culture covered aany centuries}
the study of sculpture and painting spanned eleven centuries}

20

the study of scientific Inventions and dlscovorles covered nineteen
21
centuries.
lapllcatlons for the study of the cultural aspects of
popular song are that I t should encoapass long tlae periods. When
one talks of culture a hundred year* 1s a short tlae .
Evidence shows that cultural change, as opposed to social change
Is a slow process.22 The Maleclte and Mlcaac Indians of New Brunswick
and Nova Scotia despite aany pressures placed on thee to adopt white
econoalc aeans of subsistence continued to liv e for soae centuries
the wandering life characteristic of Algenklan tribes.22 S1a11ar1y
Joseph Mitchell traces the history of the Mohawk band on Caughnawaga

19 Jaaas T. Carey, "Changing Courtship Patterns 1n the Popular
Seng", Aaerlcan Journal of Sociology. ¥01.74 (May 1969), p. 123.
20 See page 11.
21 See page 15.
22 Jack Ferguson, "EsMbds 1n a S atellite Society", Jean L. E llio tt
edited. Native Peoples (Scarborough, Ontario: Prent1ce-Ha11 of Canada
ltd ., 1971), p.18.
23 E. Palnar Patterson I I , The Canadian Indian: A History Since
1100 (Don M ills, Ontario: C ollier MacMillan, Canada. I d .r im f ;
pH B -8.
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Reservation Mar Montreal.

24

He shews hew cultural valuta that

eaphaslxed bravery and a U fa of travel vara retained by the Mohawk
■an; they rejected agriculture In favour of work that Mtatlod
traveling, qualities of bravery, daring, and endurance. This
attracted than firs t Into the fa r trade and la te r Into work 1n
high steel.
Cultural processes, therefore, as they are cuaulatlve and
aon-repetltlve warrant long range studies, SorekSn's leglco■eanlngful approach alloyed here 1s well suited te the study of
cultural processes, Vogt finds that Sorokin's approach 1s the
best o m for studying cultural changes
• ..central Mine orientations found In the cultural
d1mes1en of a society ceegrlte a crucial guttftitM for
the directions o f change,2*
The Method used In tills thesis could prove fru itfu l In aianlnlug
cultural change.

14 Joseph M itchell, "The Mohawks In High Steel*. In fdmnd Wilson,
Apologies te the Ireouels (New York: Vintage geeks, I9 I9 , I960),
p, S*J6,
I I Even Z. Vogt, "On the Concepts of Structure and Process In
Cultural Anthropology^* The Anarlcan Anthrooololst. vol. 62, No.l
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CHAPTER IV
CONCLUSION
Me began this thesis by recognizing two related yet separable
system, cultural system and social system. A cultural systm ms
defined as a configuration of values, manlngs, and norm which are
historically unique.

It ms stated that the central prmlses of a

culture concern four things)

I)

the nature of re ality; 2) the

nature of needs and ends to be satisfied; 3) the extent to which
the needs and ends are to be satisfied; 4) the mthods of satlsfact
Ion.1 for purposes of this thesis I t was decided to H a lt ourselves
to the premise concerning the nature of re a lity . Me did this
because the scope encompassed by a ll four was far too broad and
because SoreMn himself laid greatest Importance on the premise
concerning the nature of reality*
In Apptndlx A we showed how the loglco-meaningful approach
of examining basic premises proved useful 1n studying empirical
social behavior of cargo cults 1n Melanesia.

In Chapters I I and

I I I much space ms devoted to developing and applying a method by
which the three basic premises concerning the nature of reality
and their three attendant culture mentalities could be analyzed.
I t ms suggested that being able to Identify the premise underlying
rock would help focus our study on phenomena which are most relevant
to rock. Now 1t 1s In order to show what Implications determining
culture mentality has for conducting further research, In the

1 Chapter I , p. 6.
62
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rest of this chapter we plan to shew what can be dona with InformetIon obtained by using the approaches and Mthods outlined In
Chapters I and I I .

Thus we w ill attempt to examine what Implications

the Sensate premise has for rock as part of a larger cultural and a
larger social system. Our discussion w ill follow Rani Guinon's
analysis found 1n The Crisis of the Hodero World.2
Guenon begins his book by stating that we are now entering
a Kall-Yuga or dark ago* a period In which primordial sp iritu ality
becomes more and more obscured.3 The rise of the "modem crisis"
began with the opening of the fourteenth century (also Identified
by Sorokin as the time of the rise of the Sensate cultural wave),
for Guenon the crisis culminates In the term* humanism, a term
which summarizes the programme of Western civilizatio n . Humanism
has lowered the stature of modem man so that stage by stage he has
sunk to the level of the lowest elements aiming:
...a t lit t le more than satisfying the needs Inherent
1n the material side of Ms nature* an aim which Is*
1n any case quite Illusory* as I t continually
creates more a rtific ia l wants than 1t can ever hope
to satisfy.4

, 2 The Ideas expressed hem am net original but am taken from
Guenon's b rillia n t work, The Crisis of the Modem World. 1n which the
author actually demonstrates the cultural and social Implications of
the Sensate and Ideational premises,
3 Rene Guenon, The Crisis of the Modem World, trans. by Marco
Pallls and Richard Nicholson (London: Luzac and Company Ltd., 1962),
Ch. 1.
4 Ib id ., p .li.
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While we way not subscribe te Guenon's terns of reference* nevertheless*
the humanism he describes above can readily be found In rock. We w ilt
discuss his notion of the lowered stature of modern nan* the emphasis
on the material needs of man and the creation of mere and mere wants.
fop culture defines man as a receiver of stim uli•*
his environment as sensory patterns to be enjoyed
rather than Interpreted (literature and philosophy
s
are Irrelevant) or acted upon (politics Is Irrelevant).
I f man Is a physical being then Ms physical appearance becomes Import
ant} external shew 1n dress gains significance. This results In an
emphasis on the physical aspects of heroes and of the rock star (as
a culture hero).6 Exploitation of the physical appearance of stars
Is evident In mapy cases; the Beatles* J1w Morrison of the Doers*
Brian Jones of the Bolling Stones* Fabian.* In addition* performing
style Impresses the audience with the sheer physical vibrancy of the
reck performer} the passionate manner began with Elvis Presley's
gyrations and has dominated reck performances through the last generat
ion and a half; through Jerry Lee Lewis* L ittle Richard* Janls Joplin*
J1m1 Hendrix* the Mte and Red Stewart te name but a few.
When Buenon makes his case for the lowered stature of man In the
modern world he strikes a chord which sets up echoes In the writings of

5 Ellen W illis . "The Sound o f Bob Dylan" Co—ontary. Vol. 44*

No.5 (November* 1967)* p.78.

.

°rr1" »«w.jig3B3U.yi}1t1w. I j > s J S* a « J » a .

AmerlcanCharacter (Englewood C liffs * New Jersey: Prentlce-Hall
7 Fabian once stated that, "Maybe I would never have made 1t I f
I could sing”. Arnold Shaw* The Rock Revolution. p .€l.
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others. U en y sM this lowered stature by looking firs t to popular
heroes and thee te heroes depicted In literature and drama.
A culture's heroes are Inpertant 1n at least two ways:
1} as a model for people to try te Imitate and 2) as a hind of
photograph of what they have been doing.8 Lowenthal's study of
biographies found In popular magazines shews that whereas people 1n
biographies of 1912 cams from areas of politics* science* and Industry*
these 1n biographies of 1941 were figures belonging te the entertain
ment world.9 Moreover* the later biographies tended to emphasize
mundane aspects of the hero's life ; his home and social H fe* hobbles*
and food preferences. Everything about the hero was spoken of 1n
superlatives thus Implying that 1f everything was unique then nothing
was. ly making the reader feel part of the hero's world he was
reassured that he need net strive te emulate Ms hero.

Interviews

with rock stars and accounts of them reveal the same mundane and
triv ia l aspects of the star's life as found In Lewenthal's biographies;
Sob Dylan's pettiness 1n his love affairs* Bobby Sherman's favourite
colour.10 Nothing suggests that outstanding qualities allowed them
to achieve eminence or to keep their enterprises flourishing; luck
plays a major role In accounting for success.
8 Klapp* p.8.
9 Leo Lowenthal, “The Triumph of Mass Idols"» 1n Literature.
Popular Culture and Society (Palo Alto, California: Pacific Books*
nil. ipiy.

10 See Bobby Sherman Song Special. Song Hits (Autumn* 1971 or
Seaduto's "Bob Svlan and the I l r l he lost" The Sunday News Maoazlne
(March 26. 1972).
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As • whole, reek stars fellow trends observed in ether popular
heroes and are lacking in qualities of nobility, saintliness, honesty
and in teg rity.11 In literature and druse there has been a trend to
depicting the ordinary and the petty wan*, T.S. E liot's Prufrock,
Sinclair Lewis's Babbit; Arthur M iller's W illie Iowan; Sanuel Beckett's
Estrogen. Further than this there has been a wovewent toward patholog
ical types as In Nathaniel West's Miss Lonellhearts; Elaer Gantry or
1n the children of K illian Golding's lord of the Flies.
Thus we can see a tendency toward the depiction not of just
average heroes but a t tines of what Klapp calls "Downright bad ones".12
Lately reck stars have been noted for their excesses. While the
subculture of the Musician has been linked to the drug subculture
in the past, yet drug arrests and alleged noral Irregularities have
typically daaaged the popularity of rock stars.13 This Is no longer
so; rock stars are expected to be part of the drug scene. A typical
behavior beeenes typical behavior for the reek star. Thus Brian
denes appeared before a friend's door early one warning, bleed running
frow a gash, suffered when Ms girlfriend shattered a bottle over his
head. When the friend renenstrated with bin, dimes replied:

"Well,

what do you expect of a pop start"1* Thus the Swell Faces released

11 Klapp, p.125.
12 Klapp, p.131.
13 derry Lee Lewis's popularity waned after he worried Ms
thirteen year old cousin.
14 Robert Sonwa edited, No One Waved Goodbye: A Casual1tv Report
on Rock and Roll (New fork: Fusion Magazine, 19/1), p.td.
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A MOB I t as flood «« a Wink te i Blind Hor»el s with • poster coll ago
Including photographs of tho group's sexual activities. Whereas tho
pester would have not with condemnation at an oarllor time, now. I t
Is net only accepted hut almost expected. Superstars are expected
to be slightly depraved and are pressed to project a freaky Image:
K1ds come te these places to see you dressed freaky.
They want to see you lik e that. If.you wore what they
wore* they'd just walk out on you."
Recently rock audiences have been exhibiting the pathological
characteristics of their heroes. The reck concert at A1lament proved
te be a nightmare of brutality; people were beaten senselessly through
out the day of the free concert. Unlike Uoodstock thousands of people
stood by and passively watched the beatings even though they were
strong enough In numbers te step them.17 Part of Graham's reason for
closing the Fillmore Most and the Fillmore last was the ttug1yM
behavior of the audiences who came to Ms shows:
Gut I'm relieved te knew that next Saturday night I won't
be around te hear people fighting and screaming out there.
It's Just the whole sennet man. I t was sweet once. Now
It's just damned hard.**

15 Hamer Brother* Records, 1972.
16 Jerry Edmonton of Steppenwolf quoted In Chris Hodenfleld,
Reck *70 (New fork: Pyramid Books* 1970), p.101.
1n

17 See Jonathan E1sen edited, Altamont: Death of Innocence
the Woodstock Nation (New York: Avon Books* 1970).

18 Getty Lee* "History at the Fillmore; how a rock palace dies",
The Globe and Wall. July 1971, p.22.
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For Guenon the emphasis on nan's physical nature created
a rtific ia l reads which could never bo satisfied.

Indead, the

economy depends for Its stability not only on "uninterrupted mss
consunptlon but on consumption on a steadily expanding scale".19
Thus re manufacture throw-away paper plates and cups» disposable diap
ers and even threw-awoy muse traps. The society becomes consumer
and consumption oriented. Music becomes a commodity, like any other,
which Is meant to be consumed. This consumption orientation may be
observed In rack In the type of listening the audiences exhibit and
1n the big business aspects of reck. Adorno suggests that a new type
of commodity listening has become prevalent} I t dispenses with any
effort on the part of the listener to grasp the sense of the music.

20

Today music Is net listened to so much as absorbed} after the firs t
hour of a reek concert mast of the audience my be high or stoned.
The audience Is Involved In a sensual experience primarily; the rock
concert allows then to engage 1n the art of sensuous consumption.21
The reck a rtist together with artists In the field of "serious" music
Is forced Into selling a product.22 Indeed reck music seem to be

19 T.R. Fyvel, The Insecure Offenders. Rebellious Youth In the
Welfare State (Revised edition; Haraoresrerth, Middlesex: Fenguln
Seeks In Association with Chatto and Wlndus, 1961, 1963), p. 116.
20 T.W. Adorno, "A Social Critique of Radio Music", The Kenyon
Review. Vol. 7, No.2. (Spring, 194S), p.3U.
11 N. Stewart Hufhes, "Mass Culture and Social Criticism", 1n
Culture for the Millions? Mass Media 1n Modern Society, ed. by N.Jacobs,
( M neeton, hew Jersey: DeVan Nostrand Co. Inc., 1959}, p. 142.
22 Reoer Sessions. The Musical Experience of Composer. Performer.
-------------L l.tw w (SZ Yarfc: A tte M U B . l l t t . 1S»J. f M .
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dominated by commercial concerns.23 In Sorokin's terms of reference
this commercial 1sm identifies rock as a dying Sensate art:
I t is an art of professional artists catering to their
patrons and to a passive public and, at Its overripe stage,
to the demands of the market and the various conerclal
dealers 1a a rt.24
Rock as a whole fits 1n with Sorokin's depiction of dying Sensate
a rt. A culture grows both qualitatively and quantitatively. Rock
shows evidence of having exhausted its qualitative possibilities. A
writer in Changes observes that at the present time we are being swamped
with a grotesque sexuality 1n concert* But, he argues, the real
decadence of rock lies net 1n the posturings of Its Nick daggers,
Johnny Winters or Alice Coopers, but 1n its lack of creativity.23
Quantitative growth rather than qualitative growth 1s endemic. Such
growth 1s an ominous sign for the future of rock for:
Essentially quantitative growth 1s typical also of the
"post-creative" or decadent period of systems which have
exhausted their creative potentialities.2*
Perhaps the next decade w ill see the demise of rock as we know 1t.
Thus, for Sorokin and fiudnen Western civilisation Is a material-

23 See Sparks (1971); Batten (1971); Shearer (1971); Beers
(1972); and Bennett (1971) for statements on co—arclallsn 1n rock.
24 P.A. Sorokin. "Three Basic Trends of Our Time", In The Basic
Trends of Our Times. (New Haven Conn. - College and University Press.
W DTphK— —
25 Ring Leer, "Rock Decadence", Chances. Vol. 2, No.18
January, 1971.
26 Sorokin, Society Culture and Personality, p.588.
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1st1c one:

I t seems that nothing exists for modern man other than
what can be seen and touched; or at least, even 1f they
admit theoretically that something else may exist they
hasten to declare 1t not
merely unknown
but "unknowable",27
which absolves them from having to give 1t further thought.
•
Rock exhibits a ll the tendencies Suenon finds typical of a material
istic civilization. The tendencies described throughout of the
lowered stature of the hero, commodity listening, and commercialism
1n rock may a ll be regardedas off-shoots of the Sensate premise which
regards reality as material

and

sensory.

From the above 1t can be seen that basic premises of a culture
have Implications for the whole cultural system as well as for the
whole social system. Social behaviours and cultural beliefs of those
who use rock are grounded 1n the Sensate premise. Understanding
that they adhere to the Sensate premise makes clear what would seem
otherwise blurred; 1t links together things which might otherwise seem
disparate.
Perhaps Sorokin's greatest methodological contribution to
Sociology has been his Insight that social behavior Is best understood
In light of cultural meanings members of a social system adhere to
and the development of an approach that takes recognizance of this
Insight. Variable analysis 1t seems to us must follow upon work done
In the area of cultural meanings. After meanings are understood
relevant hypotheses concerning social behaviors may then be formulated.

27 Guenon, p.81
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THU entire thesis Is based on the Idea that:
The categories and concepts related to meaning and
Its derivatives are absolutely Indispensable In the
study of sociocultural p h e n o m e n a .28
This chapter, therefore, seeks to discover what are the cultural
and social Implications of the Sensate premise (Reality 1s material.)
In rock agents (audiences and performers). A more disciplined
analysis would have Included a more exhaustive discussion and a
collection of quantifiable data which could be used to determine
the validity of the assertions made above.
While we have taken the liberty of presenting suggestive and
unproven material In this chapter we have done so expressly for the
purpose of demonstrating the uses one could make of data gathered
by applying the method used 1n Chapters I and I I .

Before conducting

studies relating culture mentality to cultural systems and to social
systems I t would be necessary to firs t refine the measuring device
by applying 1t to numerous rock groups. Many modifications are
anticipated; this thesis Is a prelude to that endeavour.

28 Sorokin. Sociocultural Causality Space. Time: A Study
of Referential Principles of Sociology and Social Science (hew York:
Russell and Russell Inc.. 1964) p.36.
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APPENDIX A
THE USE OF THE LOGICO-MEANINGFUL APPROACH IN
THE STUDY OF EMPIRICAL SOCIOCULTURAL SYSTEMS
The Importance of the loglce-meanlngful epproech I t shown
1n the study of Melanesian cargo cults. Cult behavior has proven
problematical both to social scientists and to public officials
In Melanesia.
Cargo cults are a kind of mlllenlal movement} these have
occurred 1n many places at many different times.

In the cargo

cult a prophet announces the end of the world In a cataclysm. After
the cataclysm the ancestors w ill return bringing with them a ll the
goods the people desire. A time of happiness w ill ensue, no one need
work and a ll wants w ill be satisfied. The people prepare fbr the
event by setting up cargo cults to perform the necessary rituals.
They build storehouses, docks, and sometimes airstrips to receive
the cargo. They k ill o ff their pigs, eat a ll their food and throw
away their money In anticipation of the longed for day.
This extraordinary behavior demands explanation. Mhy do
Melanesians time and again engage 1n such fruitless actlvltlest Let
us turn to the work of two men who have written explanations of cargo
cults, Peter Lawrence and Peter Horsley* Lawrence uses the loglcomeanlngful approach while Horsley uses the casual approach.
Horsley believes the cu lts arose from the overall effects o f the

n
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European Inpact on native society.* Moral ay explains cult behavior
as a naans of protast expressing dissatisfaction as wall as rellaving
tanslon engendered My the European oppressors who have created social
unrest and disrupted the noraal way of life .

Lawrence, on the other

hand explains cult activity as the outcone of the value systen and
eplstenological notions of the natives.

I t 1s based on the belief

that European goods are net man-made but cook fren a non-human or divine
source.2 Lawrence regards the presence of Europeans as a precipitating
condition not as an Independent variable causing cult activity* Mhich
one of these two contradictory explanations 1s to be accepted? To
decide this we way examine the data presented by Lawrence and Moralay*
Is the data compatible with the conclusions arrived at?
I f European Influence led to mlllenariin activity as Morslay
suggests then natives in greatest contact with the Europeans would
also show greatest Incidence of cargo cult activity*

But this is net

borne out:
Paradoxically enough I t was the migrant labourers, the
people most affected by the disturbing effect of European
rule, who were the weakest link 1n Manbu's plan of
campaign! 3

1 Peter Morslay, The Trumpet Shall Sound? A study of "Cargo"
Cults in Hatanesia (Mew forktscnocken Books. lf d i) , p .f l .
2 Peter Lawrence, toad Belong Cargo: A Study of the Carno Movement
ln-the Southern Hading'Bfitrict. Mew ag am (Victoria: Melbourne
University Press, 1964), p .l.
3 Morslay, p.207.
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Although o11lMarlon wevewents spread all through New Gulnoa and
Melanesia I t was only the swill urban areas (Where contact was
greatest.) that were free of the wevewents. In addition the cults
rose up 1n areas relatively untouched by European Influence. We oust
reject the explanation that disruptions 1n the native way of life
»er se led to the develepwent of cargo cults for I t Is refuted by
the data.
In contrast Lawrence bases his explanation of cargo cults on
the nature of native culture. Their vision of the world was anthropocentrlc .

Knowledge cawe Into the world ready wade and could be fcugwented only

by farther revelations. Religion was technology by which wan walntalnad
Ms central position In the coswle order. Two things were ewphaslzed,
waterlaHsw and equivalence. Material wealth originated frow and was
walntalned by the deities and the ancestors who could be wanlpulated by
ritual to wen's advantage. The natives thought the white wan possessed
a superior religion and waterlal culture sent Mb frow Ms deities 1n
the forw of cargoes. As far as the native could see the cargoes cawe
frow the white wan's ancestors for the white wan did net work for thews
therefore he wust possess the knowledge of a special ritu a l. The native
wanted to share 1n this culture but the white wan refused to give up any
of the cargo. The trick was to get the secret of the cargo frow the
white wan, that Is , the correct rituals which would necessarily bring
the desired cargo to the person who perforwed 1t properly. The cults
were a tria l and error wethod used by the natives to obtain the cargo.
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Once the cargo ms obtained equivalent relationships with the whites
could be restored; equivalence was valued highly. This explains why
the natives regarded European wealth as so Important and why they
spent so many years fruitlessly searching for Its source.

I t explains

why they believed this wealth could be obtained almost exclusively by
ritual activity and why ttay tended to Ignore secular activity*
The superiority of Lawrence's explanation ever Morslpy's derives
from the fact that Lawrence used the log1co-meanlngful approach to
his subject while Morslay used a causal approach. Once Lawrence had
established what the beliefs, values, and meanings of the native culture
were In respect to cargo eultlsm he could then see what the causal
relationships were. That Is . once he knew the culture he could under
stand uniform patterns In social behavior. Morslay approaches the
subject from the other direction} he leeks for causal relationships
firs t — what factor explains cargo cult activity — and for the meaning
the natives gave the situation not at a ll.

To deprive a sociocultural

system of the element of moaning Is to place I t on a par with physical
and chemical phenomena} by neglecting this basic component of sociocult
ural systems Morslay falls to develop a satisfactory explanation of the
cults. The proper approach to the study of a sociocultural system Is to
study Its system of meanings firs t} from this basis delineation of causal
relationships may be mere fru itfu lly essayed. This Involves the study
of the culture mentality possessed by the members of the culture} what
are their basic premises? By studying the premises and culture mentality
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of tho Now Gulnoons Involved 1n cargo cult activity Lawrence success
fu lly developed an understanding and a viable explanation of cargo cults.
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APPENDIX B
LIST OF S0N6S ON SAMPLE DRAWN TO
TEST FOR CULTURE MENTALITY

YEAR

TITLE

LYRIC
SOURCE

RECORD

1913

Ask Mt Mpy*

Aid.2

EB3

P.S. I Love Yew

Aid.

EB

There's a Place

Aid.

PPM

She Loves Yew

Aid.

2nd

1*11 Set Yew

Transcr.*

2nd

I t Won't Be Long

Transcr.

Meet

All % Loving

Transcr.

Meet

L ittle CMId

Transcr.

Meet

I Hanna Be Yewr Man

Transcr.

Meet

Yow Can't Do That

Transcr.

2nd

A Hard Dap's Night

Aid.

SN

Can't Bwy Me Love

Aid.

BA

No Reply

Transcr.

*65

Baby's In Black

Aid.

*65

Yew Like Me Tee Much
(Harrison)

Transcr.

VI

Tell Me Hfcat Yew See

Aid.

VI

Help*

Aid.

Help

1964

1965

77
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YEAR

TITLE

LYRIC
SOURCE

RECORD

1965

X Need You (Harrison)

Transcr.

Help!

You're Gonna Lose That 61rl

Transcr.

Help!

Norwe1g1an Hood

Aid.

RS

Think For Yourself
(Nani son)

Aid.

RS

Michelle

Aid.

RS

Baperback Hviter

Aid.

BA

I ' ri Only Sleeping

Aid.

Y6T

Doctor Robert

Aid.

YST

And Your Bird Can S1ng

Aid.

Y6T

He Can Hork I t Out

Aid.

Y1 T

Day Tripper

Aid.

YAT

Eleanor Rigby

Aid.

R

Here, There, and Everywhere

Aid.

R

She Said, She Said

Aid,

R

H1th A L ittle Help Frow
My Friends

Albunr

SB

Getting Better

Albuw

SB

She's Leaving None

Albua

SB

Within You Without You

Albun

SB

Lovely R1ta

Atbun

SB

Sergeant Pepper's Lonely
Heart's Club Bend

Albtm

SB

Magical Mystery Tour

Albuw

MMT

1966

1967
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YEAR

TITU

LYRIC
SOURCE

1967

Your Mother Should

Album

NMT

Hollo Goodbyo

Aid.

MKT

Hoy Judo

Aid.

BA

Revolution

Aid.

A

Door Prudence

Poster6

Qb-la-d1. Ob-1• -da

Poster

The Continuing Story of
Bungalow 8111

Poster

Happiness Is o Mara Sun

Poster

Vm So Tired

Poster

Piggies (Harrison)

Poster

Oeafc Pass Me By (Starkey)

Pester

I U111

Poster

Birthday

Pester

Mother Nature's Son

Poster

Seay Sadie

Pester

Long Long Long (Harrison)

Poster

Savoy Truffle

Poster

Don't Let Me Down

Aid.

BA

Ballad of John and Yoko

Transer.

BA

Something (Harrison)

Transcr.

AR

Oh! Darling

tfanscr.

AR

1968

1969

RECORD
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YEAR

TITLE

LYRIC
SOURCE

REC0R0

1969

I Want You (She's So Heavy)

Transcr.

AR

Because

Transcr.

AR

Polythene Pan

Transcr.

AR

Sun King

Transcr.

AR

Let I t Be

Transcr.

Let

1 Dig A POny

Transcr.

Let

I Me Mine (Harrison)

TTanscr.

Let

I've Sot a Feeling

Transcr.

Let.

1970

1 Unless otherwise noted o il songs oro by Leonon-MeCartney end
•nd aro a ll published by Northern Songs.
2 Alan Aldridge, The Beatles Illustrated Lyrics (London:
MacDonald Unit 25, 1969JI
3 All record albuas are distributed by Capitol Records. Abbreviat
ions of albtai title s are as follow :
EB
2nd
Meet
SN
*65
VI
Help
RS
YIT
R
SP
MMT
B
BA
AR
Let

The Early Beatles (1963)
H5T1963)
y ie iie ffw s i-----The Beatles Second Albun (1964)
MSeeiO
n K ilia tlis (Xmi
Somm
I m m nim )
1S1EW 11964)
BeatTes VI (1965)
HiToT (1965)
ISBber Soul (1865) .
.
Yesterday and Today (1966)
Revolver TlM6)
Sergeant Pepper's
Heart's Club Band (1967)
seroeant
peepers Lonely Hea

mwr

HaofcaT M vsteSToiir 11157)

The BeatTes ( T O T
(1969)
THe'Ibafl'es
Abbey Road
m y i w (1970)

4 Words transcribed directly froai the records by the author.
5 On albua jacket.
6 Lyrics on poster package with the albun.
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